
No-g
for build
SHEPWAY planners have been
told to make land at Encombe near
Sandgate a no-go area for
developers after experts have
warned the landis slipping into the
sea at a rate of 10 centimetres a
year.
The dramatic news means Shepway Coun-

cil will have to go ahead with a scheme to
Stabilis landand full soil surveys must be _
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undertaken before any more buildings can be
considered.

Councillors on the development control
committee last week agreed to recommenda-
tions by chief planning officer, Dennis
Astridge, to halt developments.

Mr Astridge turned down Suggestions that
Channel Tunnelspoil could be used to stabilise
the ground because hesaid the problem would
recur.

0 area

Instead the councilplans to use metal dowels
which should be installed over the next 12 to
18 months, he said.
Councillors agreedto defer the decision on

the techniques usedto solve the problemto
a meeting ofthe Environmental Services com-
mittee next month.

Meanwhileall planning permission at En-
combe will notbe considered unlessafull soil
survey can prove land underneath the building
site is not slipping. 
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Extracts, including principal observations and

conclusions, from a Report dated 16th April,
1959 by Sir William Halcrow and Partners.

Encombe lies on an escarpment which in effect runs from Dover to

Lympne and which, throughout its length, has a long history of landslips.
At Encombe itself the broken ground and the raised mound at the bottom

of the grounds are indicators of ancient slips,

Turning to recent events, a "History of ground movements at Encombe"
as gathered from local enquiry is attached as Appendix 1. The two main

movements in this vicinity are the 1893 landslip and the cliff fall of

November, 1958. Apart from the cliff falls, recent movements appear to

be associated with further movements of part of the 1893 landslip mass,

In order to assist in an explanation of these movements the

relevant geology at Encombe, as far as is known, is briefly described,

Drawing No. 1. shows a cross section of the ground and indicates the

estimated levels of the exposed geological formations. These belong to

the Lower Greensand Series, their classification and description being

as described below,

i) Folkestone Beds sand and blocky sandstone.
ii) Sandgate Beds Clayey sand and clay.
iii) Hythe Beds alternating beds, up to 2 ft.

thickness of limestone and send.
(iv) Atherfield Clay = Clays, some of which are sandy,

The exact levels of these formations are not know and opinion

differs on whether or not along this section of the coast faults occur

which could have the effect of disturbing ‘the general levels of these

formations, From an examination of records of well bores in the area
the general dip of the beds is seen to be in a N.E. direction at a

slope of 1 in 135,

The above geology explains in part the flow of water from the

under cliff, which is an important agent in causing landslips at Encombe,

The water is derived from Shorncliffe and environs, forming the high

ground behind, percolating through the sandy Folkestone Beds, held up
by the top of the clayey Sandgate Beds.

The flow from these springs, where it is not collected by drains,
will percolate through the broken ground to the sea, It is reported

that considerable flows of fresh water have been seen on the beech,

The 1893 landslip extended half a mile along the coast from the

eastern boundary of Mmcombe to the Military Hospital towards Hythe.

At Encombe a mass of ground lying between the house and the sea moved downwards
and in a south easterly direction. The movement was not, as might be

expected, southwards which is the direction of the sea and the line of

steepest slope. At the back of the slip the ground moved down 7 to 10 ft,

and at the toe the beach was forced up 4 ft.

Blake (3) states that the ground slipped over the top of the Hythe

Beds, the plane of slip occurring in clay at the botton of the Sandgate

Beds, He based this explanation on his observations of the relation of

the outline of the toe, which was marked by clay and sand forced up on

the beach, to the exposed beds of Hythe Limestone on the beach, The

direction of movement of the slip is explained by the fact that these beds

dip in an easterly direction.

The above explanation, may however, be over simplified since the

Hythe Beds, where exposed on the foreshore, are disturbed and dip inland

at angles between 10° to 50° to the horizontal, This suggests that they

themselves have been forced up by a landslip which has penetrated into

the Atherfield Clay, 
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Although the surface cracks coincide with the lines of the 1893
landslip, the amount of movement which has occurred at each crack is
not what would be expected from a general movement of the whole landslip,
The greatest movement would be expected at the back of the slip but the

present cracks here, show a movement of only $+" whereas the cracks across
the drive show an aggregate movement of 10", Furthermore there are no
noticeable surface cracks in the street below as would occur with a
general movement of the landslip,

We refer now to the remaining indications of recent movepents at

Encombe which are the cracks in the reservoir belonging to the Folkestone

Water Works Co,, the cracks in the Martello Tower moat wall and the cracks
in the ground alongside, The positions of these cracks are shown on drawing

No. 2. In the reservoir there are minor cracks, both old and new, in the
floor, walls and roof, In addition there is a major crack, 5/16" wide, which
runs across the floor and which, having been repaired in the past, has now

reopened, In the Martello Tower moat wall large cracks I” to 2" wide occur

and it is said that they have existed for many years. This view is supported

by the existence near by of disturbed trees and sets in the ground which are

apparently the remains of old surface cracks, The above suggest gradual
settlements of parts of the cliff which have been taking place over a long

period,

We consider now the possible forms of general ground movement which

would account for the above recent disturbances at Encombe. These aret=

(4) An extension of the 1893 lendslip such that the back now
emerges at the top of the cliff as indicated by the

eracks there,

(ii) A local settlement of the part of the 1893 landslip mass
which includes the ground in front of the house and the

steep bank above the kitchen graden together with a similar
settlement of the sandy part of the cliff behind the house,

(iii) Underground erosion.

Of these forms of ground movement our view is that (i) above can

pe discounted as it would involve disturbances over a far wider area than
was in fact experienced, (iii) above, underground erosion, is in our

opinion the major cause of the recent disturbances and due to the position
in the ground in which it occurs it causes the localised movement of (ai)

above. In any event (ii) and (iii) are both immediate results of an unusual
rise in the water table in the area which, as we have stated before, appears

to have been the prime cause of the recent disturbanceg,

It is evident from measurements across the cracks which opened in

the ground at various points following the cliff fall and from the signs

of settlement which occurred in the house that a general Zround movement

of the above form has taken place during the last few months,

The cliff fall of last November involved the collapse of about 15 ft.
depth of material from the face of the steep cliff. Thg collapsed material,

by mid December, had come to rest at a slopeof about 20° to the horizontal .
A large quantity of fine sand was washed out of the toe and a small flow of

water continues to the present date, The bottom 10 ft. of the toe of the

material remains saturated, Two marker pegs at the top of the cliff show

that since mid January recession of the face at the back of the slip has
stopped and that the cliff appears to have attained a stable angle, roughly

the same as the general slope of the adjacent escarpment,

The cause of the cliff fall was undoubtedly associated with the recent
exceptional saturation of the uwndercliff, This saturation indicated a rise

of the water level within the cliff itself which might be expected from the

above-average rainfall (17.2" for the months August to December compared

with a 12 year average of 14.3") coupled will a low evaporation in the
preceding r, This part of the cliff before it fell stoof at a steep

slope of 45° but its tog had been undercut to a steeper slope, probably in 
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1924 when the upper terrace was laid out. A rise in the water level above

the toe would cause the soil here to slump bringing with it the material

above, It is possible that the collapse was assisted by trees at this

level disturbing the saturated soil, but this is unlikely to have been an

important factor,

It is evident from the cracks in the floor of the Folkestone Water
Co's reservoir that leakage has occurred since the cracks re-openedg such

leakage may well have led to further opening of the cracks, However, in

our opinion, it is not possible to prove a causal connection between any

leakage from the reservoir and the recent cliff fall.

We now consider the stability of the length of cliff immediately

behind the house, Following the fall of the part of the cliff to the West,

slight movement occurred in this length of cliff, At the top a crack
opened in the ground and vring the time of our periodical visits further

cracks opened up alongside, Movements at these cracks have now ceased,

In addition the undercliff of this length was and still is saturated,

However, a well point which has been installed here shows that the water

level in the ground is dropping,

ly
This length of cliff has withstood the particulax/ severe conditions

resulting from the fall of the part of the cliff to the West; in the future
it should be protected against the effects of a similar rise in the water

level by the new drainage work constructed since November 1958 and there

is no reason to expect it to fall.

A drainage shaft has been sunk in the wet ground at the foot of the

cliff east of the Annee and a conerete manhole has been set in this shaft.
A system of existing rubble drains, the outlet of which was found to have

been blocked, was encountered while sinking the shaft and these have now
been connected into the drainage shaft. Both the drainage heading and shaft

have been joined to the existing land drain system.

Well points in the form of 2" dia, vertical pipes have been placed

at various points in the undercliff in order to give information on the

fatex levels in the ground here. The positions of the well points and the

water levels in them on 9th March 1959 are shown on drawing No. 2.

Tell«tale pegs have been established aeross the recent surface

creeks and their positions and references are shown on drawing No. 2,

In connection with counter measures against the ground movements

at Encombe general considerations confirm that the most satisfactory measure

is a drainage system which will collect the water from points as far into

the cliff as possible in order to prevent the water rising to a dandgerous

level at the foot of the cliff and also to reduce saturation of the ground

in front of the cliff, The "as now extended" land-drain system achieves

this end to an extent and we @o not consider that the present position

warrants further drainage work,
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APPENDIX I

History of ground movements at Encombe

Previous to 1893,-house at Encombe damaged by gradual land subsidences
and eventually pulled downs New brick house built,

4th March 1893, Sandgate landslip,

Land drain system laid in 1893 to pene surface water entering back
of slip. Designed by Mr. Baldwin atham, engineer for Sandgate Board,

1905-06, Encombe House pulled down. and/new Encombe built.

1924, Encombe House and gardens greatly extended to design of Mr. Basil
Ionides, °

1946-48, storm damage and wash out of sea wall,

1948, noted during inspection of 1993 land drain system that there were
no signs of cracking at Encombe House but trouble was reported in southeast
corner, Slip plane cracks apparent across carriageway and walls at botton
of Prospect Road and Encombe drive but these associated with wash out of
sea wall,

1930, small cliff fall eastern end of Encombe = said to be caused by
surface water discharged from camp drains above,

1951, cracks in house and terrace walls, In April existing +" wide
cracks at front of house opened to 14" wide, Loggia underpinned with 372%.
concrete piles and roof repaired including 2in, closing pack at ridge,

1951-52, pergola and seoret staircase on west of house collapsed, Surface
erack of about 5" appeared across lawn and surface oracks across drive.

1954 (7), Hayward & Paranor repaired main house sewer which had sheared
vertically by 3in. at a point just in front of ‘the house.

6th November 1958, oliff fall west of Annexe, *
tro

 



 



 



sford Lye & Co.,
d 26th April, 1960

RI from Sir William Halcrow & Partners to Messi Bere
Pealmerston House, Bishopsgate, London, B.Ce20, dated

re Dr. Leader, Encombe, Sandgate, Kent 

We write with reference to Mr. Smyth-Osborne's visit to Encombe on 12th April

durira6 Which, in accordance with Dr. Leader's request, he carried out routine

ction and in addition had discussions with Mr. Evelyn and Mr. D.B. Lye concerning

iting of any new buildings in the grounds.

The finspection was carried out in the presence of Mr. Usher of Messrs. Hayward

and Parampr. Two previous routine inspections had been carried out for the Abbey

National Building Society on 6th August and 24th Yovember, 1959. Copies of our

letters giving the results of these inspections ave attached,

The positions reference letters of tell-tales and observation wells mentioned

below are shown on d ing no.e2 which accompanied our report of April 1959 ne eee

Abbey National Building Socicty. Observations in respect of ground

the following position in relation to our last inspection on 24th eeehese

1. ee slip - No movement of toe of the slip or recession of the cliff at the

back of the slip.

Ze Martello Tower - No opening of the cracks in the moat wall,

Surface cracks at top of cliff, references A to E No measurable opening.

Surface cracks at foot of cliff, references G - No opening.

Surface acks in main drive, references J - No measurable openin
recent movement wes indicated by cracks in the new mortar filling of

in the conerete kerb.

Surface crack above vegetable garden, reference L - No opening,

Cracks in terrace walls west of house - Slight recent movement was in

cracks in the new mortar filling of old cracks in the terrace walls.

Glass tell-tales inside house - Three tell-tales in the scullery
previously been in position and remained intact for about a jy

renoved and the wall tiles replaced. Tell-tale by lounge split

1/32 in. wide.

Annexe - No movement of strutted walls of boiler room or store

negligible cracks in the distemper on the walls.

Observations in respect of ground water showed the following conditions:-

Exist ir ip -— Well points dry except for B1 in which water was at a
11ft.5in. Surface of slip was dry except that at the toe of the en

level about 10ft. above the ground level of the house there were two s:
springs, one on the S.E. side and the other in the middle. There was

flow of ter from the land drains in the S.W. of the slip.

teps to children's playground - Dry.

Undercliff behind house - water levels in well points unchanged except for

which had risen 6 in. Ground at foot of cliff by new drainage pit dry.

flow from the la drains at the back of the drive.

The above observations show no change from the long term situation at
which was described in our report to the Abbey National BuilkPe Society in

They show the present to be a period of quiet in respect of the continual
ground movements ing place at Encombe. They show that water level in

cliff to be appre bly the same as that noted during our last inspectionar

ft. lower than that noted in April 1959.

As mentioned to Dr. Leader, we consider that the observations and measurements
made by use during our routine inspections could be carried out satisfactorily by

Messrs. Hayward and Paranor. Should any increase in the rate of ground movements

be noted or a rise of tho water levels in the undercliff and in the well points to
those shown on drawing noe2 of our report of April 1959, thenwe suggest that this

office should be consulted.
/if dbaboees 
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If it be decided that Messrs. Hayward and Paramor should in future carry out

the measurenents at tell-tale pegs and tho soundings in the well points, then we5ad

send on for thoir use two copies of our drawing no.2 and a list of the results of

recent measurencnts.

snall brass pins be set in on either side of the cracks in

Lis st of the house. These would provide ae with the s

sont “gaat | in the drive, two firm places along the of the 1893 laoe

accurate measurements could be maintained.

turn now to the question of the siting of uew buildings in the grounds

1 The main known ground movement which ha» occurred Encombe is the 16

dandslir The lines of the surface cracks which opened in t ground during the

landslip are shown on drawing no.2 of our reporte Since further gradual novement

associated with tlhis landslip has 2n indicated by surface cracks it would be unvise

to build on or close to any of the lines of the 1895 landslip. n addition, other

conditions boing equal, areas outside the landslip should prove more stable than

within it.

Four areas were considered. First, the southern part of the grounds2S
4ythe drive he southern boundary was considered. A line a surface cra

1893 ndslip are shown to cross the area but these cracks nust have been

ee disturbance here negligible. During the visit, ete were noted

AS the sunken tennis court but no cracks in the surfacing of the court

Those cs are not considered to be associated with any ou ground noven

There i reason to suppose that houses built in this area and not lying on

of the 1893 surface cracks should behave any differently endon the modern houses

at present stand immediately east of the areca.

Second, the level ground at the foot of the steep cliff and at the N.E. corner

the grounds was considered. This area lies behind the 1893 landslip and 1d

affected by any further novenents of this ae Apparently a 11 fall hed occurred

the steep cliff at the rear in 1930 and in addition the ground was bogsy Peasale

It is considered that Chis area would be suitable for building but beforehand a Frer
drain some 6ft. dec} cee be constructed along the foot of the cliff behind which

would add to tt é y of the cliff and also dry out the ground.

Third, the area ae on the east side of the house wes consicpene

ion of the suita it > this area for building can be obtained fro

of the present Ss Reputedly this was built on timber piles
. new house the risk or amount of cracking would be redu

away it was placed from the back of the 1893 snesBe

Fourth, the

was considered. Since this area
be affected by furth j0ovenents of this lands Houses built in tt
behave with respect to ground stability similarly to the nodern houses standing

sdiately west of the arca.

With recerd to Encombe House itself, we have given our opinion on its futuro in

our report of April 1959 and our subsequent inspections confirn this view.

As mentioned previously, the timber struttir i é of the courtyard gould

easily be replaced by co crete buttresses for the sake of appearance. There 2

to be no advantage for present purposes in altering or extending the strutting
boiler room and store in the annexe. The drainage heading on the we side of th

annexe shovld eventually be backfilled before deterioration of the present timber

lining and supports. 
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Encombe Estate Development, Sandgate.

We xefer to your letter dated 10th July, 1967 requesting our opinion
oy the ground movements in the Sandgate aroa with particular reference: to‘ne Encombe Estate Development, and to your lettor dated 15th Augustvoquesting our views on the Developer's surface wator drainage proposals for:whe Estave Plots Nos. 20 to 22. 5 ‘| ‘ aes;

4s reported to you during the discussions held in your office on 26th’: :‘epvember we inspooted the site on 10th July and 26th September and we now + ash to submit our preliminary report on tho matters you have asked us to °° :investigate. cre oer " ae a

“Z0;0GY OF THE AREA.AIGA

As you know, we were retained by tho Abbey National Building Sooiety .Some years ago to advise on the ground movements affecting Encombe House and .our Conolusions and recommendations are given in our report dated 16th. aacApril, 1959, to the Socioty, ns a

As explained in that report the geological succession at the site ,comprises the following series: : - a
: (1) Folkestono Beds. - Sand and blocky sandstone forming the oliff: =‘.aco at the rear of Encombe House. This stratum ests on; Bee See

: (2) Sandgate Bods. ~ Alternating discontinuous bands of olayey:sand and clay. The Encombe House terrace is believed to represent theupper horizon of these beds, which overly}
:‘
}(3) iiythe Beds, ~ Alternate bands of limestone and clayeysands _ There is no oxposure of this sorics at the site except on tha: ”-Oresnore where thgse - .- beda outerop as a ropult of displacements .. ..‘canned by old landslides; the upper horizon of the stratun is believedvo lio at a level of appro tely 20=ft4. OoDyi2 tec” Se ‘PTS

Ss

f- |
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(4)  Atherfield Clay, deci the Hythebeds, compriso bands
of clay and silty sand with an upper horizon at approximately = 25fte» O»De

These beds are subdivioions of. tho Lower Greensand sories; the trata
Gip at a slopo of 1 in/ 135 in/ a north oasterly directions Howovery 1%,is thought that faults along this-seotion of tho coast hare caused | ie
discontinuities in the alignmont of the strata. okt

Tho beds are covered to a largo oxtent by overburden and in tho
aosonce of borehole information, ibe exact ‘positions and doptha of ste

strati are not know| \ et! te! dae, ee! ;

The Water Table.ESSOS

it io evident that tho Folkestone beds lying above Encombe House

are waterbearing; the phreatic levol is bolieved to be affeoted
significantly by the intensity of rainfall.

It is likely that the underlying Sandgate Beds and also the Hythe

Beds (to a greater extent) are also waterbearing, but in the absence of
borings it is not know if the water is under artesian heads We have

consulted the Institute of Geological Sciences on this point and they are,-

at present, examining their records of the area for evidence of deep dying *

aquifers under artesian pressure. ‘ Seals

It is believed that the Atherfield clay is Derettreintatemneablos2

EQSTORY Or GROUND MOVEMENTS IN THE SANDGATE AREA. . ce Tuan
*

The Sandgate area has been subject to erosion and landslides for

many centuries; the area has been relatively stable in recent times

probably as a consequence of the protection provided, to the toe of the
zone of sliding,- by the sea defence workss

The last major movement occurred in 1893 when an extensive landslide.
caused a half-mile length of tho undercliff to move 7 to 10ft. vertically ©
cowmwards and the ground at the toe of the slide was forced 4=ft.. eprardss
through the seabed slightly below the Low Spring Tide Marke

The approximate boundary line of this major shearing movement is
' shown on tho drawing accompanying this report. A more detailed account
of this collapse and the subsequent ground movements is given in our report ’.
dated 16th April, 1959, a copy of which we believe you hayes

In 1948, slip plane cracks appeared in Prospect Road and were, at that
» thought to be associated with a washout of the seawall. . A minor’
of the undercliff occurred in 1950 and a year later Encombe House :

Geveloped an extensive series of cracks and the pergola and secret staircase
on.the west side of the house collapsed. Following minor ground movements
in 1954 which caused the fracture of a sewer, a substantial cliff fall behindthe annexe to the house occurred.in opus The remedial measures which wero-.:taken of that time on ow advice appear to have proved satisfactory. i

*iIn our Report dated 16th April 1959 we expres sed the view that minorGround movements would continue to occur in this disturbed area and ourrecent inspections of the site hag provided further evidence of continuing »round displacements.

f The greatest differential movements occur at the boundary of the ekclip as evidenced by the discontinuities in the level of the Encombe Housedrive adjacent to plot No» 19 and tho substantial oracks in the brick walls% Poa Wilberforce Head At the dunotion vee‘The apace tnd Hae drive “$s 
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to Encoiabo House there are signs of minor displacoments to the sen wall and pin

of ground disturbance in tho coastguard cottages at the foot of, wi

Wilberforce Road. ‘

Several of the relatively new garages in Wilberforce Road oro in a very -

poor condition caused by the undermining of the foundations, which hag

ad their failure; in some casos the wallo are in danger of collapse

and appear to owe thoir present stability to tho support provided by tho

xoot purling. Uncontrolled ground water drainage in this area appoors to

have caused or contributed to thio serious deterioratione ne

water hag, caused tho deposition of a notable quantity of saturated sand. in te

tho upper row of garages. (The extent of the damage caused to these garaged ‘>:

yould probably have been considerably reduced if reinforced concrete ff

foundations had been provided). oo meres

Wo have written to the Director of the Ordnance Survey and requested

that ho makes available to us data recording the recent movement of the:

several bench Marks in the Sandgate areae Leda : f

Causes of present ground movements.

The present ground movements appear to be mainly due to a continuation

of the naturally slow settling down of tho ground disturbed by the major slip :

in 1693. In addition to the main plane of sliding, whose position at the ©.

’ ground surface is shown on the attached plan, numerous secondary planes

of shearing movements are likely to have occurred within the soil mass.

which moved. Open cracks may be present in cohesive soils and sandy

materials would have tended to bulk, that is, tho soil mass would have,” -

increased in volume and would theretiore be susceptible to gradual self

ompaction under its own weight aided or aggravated by the peroolation of 5:

ground water. : is . r Gala ecnetae

: ; hate tss

‘ The Ground disturbance would also have rosulted in a reduction of the +

support given to the undisturbed soil behind the landslide and thig ie

undisturbed ground-would therefore tend to relax gradually causing relatively .

minor settlement of the ground above. i pis b eaaeet

‘vno above hypothesis might explain why the major relative movements oe

‘occur in the disturbed area adjoining tho plane of sliding at the back of *

tho slipped zone, as here tho depth of disturbed ground is greatest... °. |

In an area susceptible to natural ground movements earthworks require

careful planning to avoid disrupting the equilibrium of the ground and its

drainage. At this stage it is not possible to state definitely whether ie

the damage caused +o the surface water drainage system and the recent eat

ground movements north of the new garages wer'e a consequence of the

Developers Operations or the result of natural agencies» - .

Tho effect of ground water is important as it is believed to accelerate.
goravate the process described above. As far ag it is possible to assess

mechanism from a walk over inspection of the site it appears likely wy st

n source of water lies in the Folkestone Beds which/the oliff /form :
inland from Encombe Houso. Water flowing from these beds and percolating :

L tho disturbed ground at tho back of the slip, giving rise to the i
‘ developmont of high pressure, could ‘cause unstable conditions of the underoliff
areas !

uy. i t ne €
ees Water under pressure within the underlying Sandgate and Hythe Beds could’...

also contribute in a similar manner to those umstable conditions. .As noted. ;
above, in the absence of borehole evidence, wo have asked the Institute. «

‘ Wi oa
i

of Geological Scienoos fox information about. the aquifers in these btratas
: 4 z i 5 ‘ seas ie beet. } 1 t «Aly \ at

. |

CALANwt 



Some information concerning the strength of the subsoil and the levels 4

of the strata is availablo as a result of the borings put down by Soil ‘
Mechanica Ltd., in connection with the Castle Bay Estate development (see +.

attached plan). It would not, however, bo moaningful to make use of this
data in order to assess the overall stability of the ground in the Encombe

Zstato, but these boreholes generally confirm. the assumed shapo of tho
doop slip plancs. ‘ :

The factor of safety against sliding at the timo of the 1893 landslide ;
would have been unity and because of the kinetic component of the movement

the overall factor of safety after the slide camo to rest would have been
greater than unity. Subsequent deterioration could have caused a reduction
oz this factor. If wo assumo, sololy for'tha purposo of a comparative

estimate, that the undercliff area ig now in a state of incipient failure

when the water table is at ground level, then the shear strength mobilised

along the,old plano of sliding in the Atherfield olay would be approximately

60Q lb/ft? We have calculated that if the ground water table was drawn ap
dovm 10-ft. below ground level then the shear strength along the old sliding; }:
pian would bo reduced from 800 lv./ft. to 700 lb./ft. That is, the factor.i,

of safety would be increased from unity to 1.14. .This,.in our opinion, «.’. ey
would represent a very satisfactory improvemont. J ; ork bale

Drainage Improvement Workse. UrainafeimprovementWorks.

From the above remarks it will be cleax that we considor ground

wator to have an important effect on the movements which are taking placo

at tho present times If this is proved to be the case, then by controlling -

tho ground water an improvement would logically result. pay

If the main source of water lies in the Sandgate and Hythe beds it t

uld probably be necessary to sink wells into this aquifer in order to*’ :

duce this pressure. It should be pointed out however, that although

reduction in the water table in tho ground below Encombe House would

o
o

4
od

ard, the ground movements in the disturbed undercliff area, some
tlement of sncombe House would result.

a

re

6e

main source of water lies in the Folkestone Beds then the
ing from these cliffs could be intercepted by a garland rubble

: positioned along the terrace at the foot of the cliff and :
i into the existing road drainage system. The connections between ..
ceptor drain and the road drains would pass through the boundary

As the level of tho water table in the Folkestone Beds is sensitive
%O variations in the intensity of rainfall it would probably be necessary
vo supplement the interceptor drain by thrust boring into the base of the *:Yolxestone beds. The purpose of these borings would be to draw down the

el of the water table some distance behind the cliff face to reduce thedevelo rent of springs at the foot of tho cliff during periods of high -nrall and consequently reduce the risk of piping which leads to sands and cliff instability. Headings driven into the cliff face wouldprovide a similar improvement but would be more costly to construct. ,

_To ve effective, such a system would have to be installed from Plot 23West Side of Encombe House. In the easter zone of the unstable area |.,"2!n drainage scheme may not reduce the water levels sufficientlys It may '':re prove to be necessary to construct a Supplementary drainage system ‘er at present percolating into the feetfn at ee I ORUANe La at Us si ; of 2

ct
ct

ch
ct

°
oe
]

|
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Estimate of Cost of Drainage Improvement Works.

scheme it would be dosirable,
In order to design ao suitablo drainage

areae The purpose
irstly, to carry out a limited soil investigation in the

he soil investigation would be to determine the main sources of water’

' he water pressure acting on tho back of the old landslide.’ Tho

orings would also provide positive information concerning the levels of

the boundaries betwoen the strata and tho strength of the soil.

Tae above information could be obtained by putting dowm two borings,

ono from the terrace at the foot of tho cliff face which lies behind

Sacbmbe House and the second from the terrace below Encombe House. The

+ boring would bo carried into the Hythe beds and ‘the second shallower

sing would be put dovm to a lovel below the base of the 1893 landslidas |

zometors would be installed in both borings 50 that a record of the ;

iation of the ground water lovels could bo mado» ee

Tie eatimate that the cost of these two borings would amount to

approximately £1,000.

If, as a result of this investigation, it was conoluded that an

‘the foot of the cliff behind Encombe
interceptor drain constructed along

Eouse, supplemented by thrust poring at selected points, would provide +*;:

a measurable improvement of the existing conditions, then these remedial.

works would cost approximately £10,000. ;

£ Plots 20, 21 and 22. a

requested, examined the Developer's proposals for the

oe of plots 20, 21 and 22. ‘Although, in principle, a herring bone

drainage should prove satisfactory, we hold the view that an

drain constructed along the foot of the cliff behind these

o practicable and cost less. This drain could be

with the main system of drainage described in the paragr

above. e herring-bone drains would require special care in dosign

under the house foundations. eee

jithouch we have not been asked to comment on the type of house

foundations which should be adopted in this disturbed area it will be

evident, from the remarks made above about the Wilberforce Road Garages;’

that it would be judicious to make use of properly designed reinforced ++

rafts taking due account of.the relative stiffness of the brick

a

endations.

n the ground movements in the Sandgate area are likely

continue i he fu Some improvement could be achieved by the . +1 2%;

a drainage scheme designed to intercept and collect the‘*.-://

flowing from the cliff face which passes behind Encombe House. my
r, before deciding on a particular scheme, we would recor d that a4

a@ site investigation of the type described in this report should : %
be carried out. ; i :

hope that the above remarks have covered adequately the various

you have asked us to investigate and report upon. If there are
s on which you would wish to have our further views we would be

hae
o

Wo shall look forwarawith intercttiia dearnin ox ee th gh cr
“Council's decisions’ *.%:;: ae i Si Ow y He Borough 1

mt
wt

+*.* Yours faithfully,

(ILLTAM HALCROW& PARTNERS»
‘ 
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B EoTATS DEVELOPMENT: SANDGATE

‘ ‘hank you for your letter dated 13th October, asking us vw.
clarify certain matters arising from our roport dated 9th Ootobery

on the recent ground disturbances at Encombe, Sandgate.

We should like to comment as follows.

In our opinion, whon considering tho stability of slopes in 3!
natural cohesive soils, particularly in those cases where there is

evidoneoe of ground movements and in the absence of data concerning

the soil strength parameters, tho only reliable assumption that can

safoly be made, is that the ground is in a state of incipient fail-

ure, that is, the factor of satetty against failure is unity.

The recent movements: in. Wilberforte Road and Sandgate High

arly indicate that parts of the ground are in a delicate

ato of paces It 48 possible therefore that the movement

earth from one point to another caused local changes in this stata

equilibrjun, and gave rise to local ground disturbances. Howeverxy

would not now be possible, in our opinion, to state definitely i
t the earthworks carried out by tha developers did, or did noby

piveerise to ground displacements. It is possible that these works
did contribute to the ground disturbance which occurred at the

Coastguard cottages, but this could not bo satisfactorily proved or

disproved. It could be coinoidental that the ground movements

happenod at the samo timo as the devolopors' activities, but the
evidence points towards a relationship even.if 14+ cannot be proved.

° 3 ;
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Tho supplementary drainage system if it were found Bee
would probably. be provided at the Foot of the steep slope in the old.

kitchen garden of the Encombe Estate.

In our opinion, Plots 20, 21 and 22 would not be unsuitadle
for building, provided the precautions enumerated in our report are

obdservod. G

Wo hopo that tho above obcor-ntions serve to olar by ne
points which you have asked us to ooniuent, but should there bé any.

aspoot which raquiros furthox olerification we should bo ploascd to
doal with 4% on oesfrom yfoie 1 : heal ‘a

; Yours faithfully,
nimrene‘SIR WILLIAM aLCROW & PARTNERS. 
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call from our Report 9th October, on

occuring at arcobe, Sankee that we re=-

te of Geological Sciences to make availadle to

h y have concerning water levels in the various

ying Sandgat

We visited the Institu thei ls

Novenber, to examine the t I

their records. The data
enerally confirms the as

sources of water.

s show that the strata generally dips in

tion, but is complicated in the Sandgate

inal fold. Although the Sandgate Beds are

they are know to be water bearing in

The Hythe Beds are pinched out to the North

ieved to be under sub-artesian pressure in the Sand-

This information confirms our view that any site invest-

ation at Sandgate to explora the mechanism causing the ground

movements should include a deep borehole to measure the water

levels in the Hythe Beds.
°

Yours faithfully,

SIR WILLIAM HALCROW & PARTNERS 
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our rer: SLF/1.1/aMliv/BCK/RBW/AML _.16th January, 1969.

Your Rer

ENCOMBE, SANDGATE

SUMMARY OF REPORT

This summary of a Report dated 15th . ary 1969, addre

the Town Clerk, Folkestone, is provided to indicate briefly the

recommendations to the presen abiJ nd the need for remedial

works at Encombe, Sandgate, following completion of a limited site
investigation.

Records ve ae studied of movements of the ground at Incombe

guent to th J landslip in 1893. ile re have been

movements reported from time to ti durdi this period, the

incidents have become n 1

some extent, this is explair I > re ont of th

Encombe Estate in that ground en more likely
cause damage to property and serviceso

e

to

Fig. 1 indicates the lay-out of tthe area concerned and shows |

aes of varee bor les luring the recent inves

arised on
line of

been marked — ThesePenaies

levels of ground water and records

The greater part of the slipping movement appears to have

occurred in the Ath 1 hick idee beneath ¢% Hythe Beds,

the Sandgate Beds and the Folkest s (see Fig. 3).

While there is no evidence + acceleration of the

movements is to be expected, continuance of the minor ground strains

may be expected to cause furt inc 1 se to property and

disruption of services. ‘he condition is sensitive to the flow of

water through the ground between the cliff and the sea.

It is concluded that ground water entering the area from the

north requires to be interceptea in a more effective manner than at

present in order to improve the present situation. an interceptor

drain to a depth of about 6 feet together with supplementary drainage

would cost v )O whilst a more sut de. asure of

improved stability could be achieved with a deepe’ ain with cut-off
for a cost of up to £55,000. 
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. C. Scragg Es th January,

The absence of the Hythe limestone in Borehole No. 2 and the

level of this at Borehole No. 3, as compared to the level

was encountered in Borehole No. 1, is probably to the di

caused by old landslips. A possible position of the plane of sli

of the foundered strata is shown on i

Ground \later Levels

An i esting a igation concerns

sion obtainec¢

be recalled that in our previous report we gx

on regional geological evidence, that the Folkestone Beds repres

main aquifer sugsested chat the

3, however, some doubt regarding

collectively are

are seen to be water bearing

ground surface at Borehole No.

3 ft. bel ground

reasonable to conclude that the

two days.

readings

in the case

water table fluctuations.

The ground water levels boreholes are,

and the positi the water between

on Fig. the ground water

Borehole

Nossible

uenced r the soil disturbance

this surface is thi

cohesive soil. 



N. C. Scragg

6. Review of

A brief account of the

dated 9th October, 1967.1893 to 1959 was given in ourré

reference this account is sur sed and ex ded in tabuler fo:

(B).

Subsequ slip occurred just below Encombe

New Road in

renewed movement y have interfered

there were no known associated move

date there are

ns, water

to have

been most marked in but have also

occurred in the areas of combe and Wil z Road. linor

cracks have also been observed splanade.

produced evidence of pos

level.

negnitude of the moveme

overall movement tows

t at

been no

occurs,

factors
an

between

area

high low tide

round water is

coincide

parts round near

or other load

condition could 
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The shearing istance mobili

the percentage strain and can be

undisturt

A sample of cohesive soi ns attains a pe shearing

stance equival o an angle of st} ing ; however,

r strain incre % s ring 3 nce decreas

and after extended strain reaches

ce 0'r, ref

occurred in 189% is believed to have

of

order to be able

landslip mass along

ried out on

theto obtain a measure of

of the Atherfield Clay.

ngle of shearing

dual value,

bout 16 degrees, when subje

ed strain. However, tests on similar soils, made in co

the construction of the Sevenoaks By-pass, showed minimum #'r

deerees. In view of the limit number s carried out

and pending further evidence, we } : i rudent to

the angleof s

Encombe could be

One of the cro:

ground shown on Fig is cross section is based

plans prez

put in hand ay J

we believe the ground s were not

It will be noted that the cross

along a line lying to

section is 10wn in ple

The surface 
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terrace at the foot « he cliff

be House. The effect be twofold.

corresnondin,

and, secondly

should be r

lowering of the ground we

minor settlemer

an order

The more

of the ground could be improved by one or by a combing

the following methods

An interceptor drain.

A deep interceptor drain wit

orizontally bored drains.

points.

Vertical drai

These

lls (about 1

be surrounded

carried

e courty

ilar intervals of

prove to be desirable in the ground

Road and we ’ Encombe House.

level of the water at the foot of the cliff face

stability; end would also cause a reduction of water level

Contds. =. 
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Appendix

10th June, Burst water1

Octot Burst water m:

ractured

Water main fractured under

Crack

Road
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2 Encombe site, formerly a wat

beenent, the owner of the site, had

William Halcrow and Partners, onttthe quest

sing purposes having regard to the 1
[crows advised that if properties r

1893 slip, they should not behave any

ecent years to theS and west

nning permission, the equired to
development and é I he advi

tners. The Consultants, in their report, made it

that minor earth movements would still continue,

be of such a nature to injuriously affect buildings

winter of 1966/67 of minor earth mover oc

t thought> pipes and crac to boundary walls. It

laid after
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25/72/2

ee the Counc had no legal obligation in this matter, they felt that

hey ought to obtain the advice of their Consulting Engineers, Sir William

Eoleson and Partners, on the ground movementsin the Encombe area. In 1967

the Consultants reported that the ground movements were likely to continue

in the future but some improvement could be achieved by the construction of

a drainage scheme designed to intercept and collect the water flowing from

the cliff face which passes behind Encombe Hou

The Council i jered that the informat ri i by the Consultants

should be j é >, and it was acc me 4t whenever Solicitors acti

for prospective p se of prope combe submitted the usuae enquiries

of the local a ority, they should be informed of the existence of their report.

This effectively put a blight on the prof ies and the owners found it virtually

impossible to dispc f them.

The situation naturally caused great concern to the property owners at Encombe,

1968 the Council agreed, at their request, to carry out a limited site

zation. In January 1963 the Consultants submitted a final report

ey conclud that ground water is the main cause of the unstable ground

They recommer that drair > works should be installed to control

and thereby conteibute to the stabilisation of the area.

problem then 3 tO) £3 he poy o do the After considerable

and Eocal Gove > who had previously advi
the problem, advised

t by Me
the 1893

was work of

Protection Act,

the subject of Encombe, the Minister reminded the Council of

powers under the Act to obtain by agreement contributions towards expendi

ture, and stated that if the Council decided to carry out the suggested works
they might wish to consider whether any such contributions should be sought from

owners of th peaee which would enjoy substantial protection in the

nt of stabilisation works being carried out.

In October, 1970, the former Folkestone Borough Council decided to take action

on the lines of the Consultants’ recommendations under the Cc Protection Act,

1949, provided that owners of the properties which would benefit contributed

to the scheme. The former Council considered that the total of such contri-

butions from individual owners of properties on the Encombe Estate should be

10% of the total cost of the scheme including costs already incurred and

Consultants' fees.

Negotiations were also entered into regarding contributions to the sch

the various statutory bodies affected whose apparatus etc. was being

damaged by earth movement. The balance of cost would have been share

the Ministry (40-45% of balance) and equally between Kent County Council

Folkestone Borough.

The overall cost of the scheme in 1969 w not known although the Engineer

indicated that the proposed scheme was 1 sly to ‘ ,000 but fees

expenses already incurred by the Council would have raised this to the 5-50, 000

level. At the end of the day it was estimated that the Council's contribution
would be in the ion of £10,000: the loan charges for this would have been

substantially offset by the increase in Rateable Values of properties in 
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ENCOMBE, SANDGATE ESPLANADE, SANDGATE, FOLKESTONE

APPEAL STATEMENT

ON BEHALF OF

SOUTH EAST LAND DEVELOPMENTS LTD

THE PROPOSAL

The appeal site is situated on a plateau area cut into the face

of the Sandgate escarpment. It is surrounded to the south east and

west by residential development displaying a wide variety of age,

density, and style, whilst to the north of the site on this escarpment

top the land is occupied by the army for operational purposes.

The north east and north western escarpment slopes are wooded and

form part of the natural back drop to Sandgate. The site has been

occupied residentialy since at least the beginning of the 19 th

century, however subterranean geotechnical conditions have led to

the structural failure and/or the collapse of previous dwellings

on the site. The land igs now vacant following the recent demolition

of the house built on the site during the early part of the 20 th

century. The site is irregularly shaped put includes the plateau

area revealed by recent demolition work, the majority of the scarp

face to the north of the former building, and part of the former

gardens to the west. The site area extends in total to approximately

1.5 hectares.

Access to the site is achieved via the adopted highway known as

Encombe to Sandgate Esplanade. The road serves some 20 private

dwelling houses in addition to the appeal site, the majority of

which have been constructed on land formerly forming part of the

curtilage of Encombe house following zoning of the land for

residential development in the Kent Development plan.

The geological conditionsevident within the site have led to a series

of alternative development options being explored since the early

1960s to obtain a scheme on the site which would be viable in order

to enable the land to be stabilized and the subterranean drainage

problems to be resolved. The following planning permissions have

been granted:

CH/3/63/7 outline conversion of house to form 5 dwellings with

garages.

Approved 16.1.63

CH/3/63/311 change of use to private coaching establishment for

further education.

Approved UG gil oto!

CH/3/64/227 erection of two steel framed class-rooms

Approved 19.8.64

CH/3/69/10 conversion into 8 self contained flats and erection

of 11 carports.

Approved 5.5.69

CH/3/69/29A conversion of garage block into 1 dwelling.

Approved 12.10.70 



SH/76/1066 change of use to guest house/hotel.

Approved 24.1.77

SH/77/1163 change of use to residential and Retreat Centre.

Approved 15.3.78

In January 1987, the appellant initiated discussions with the Deputy

Planning Officer of the Shepway District Council to investigate

the feasibility of the site, and to obtain advice on the Council's

likely attitude to the nature, height and density of the development

which would find favour. Three sketch alternatives were put forward,

the Controler of Technical and Planning Services confirmed by letter

dated 16 April 1987 that there were difficulties in developing the

site, and that some form of compromise solution would need to be

adopted. Consequently, the District Council advised that the erection

of 32 units within 4 floors of accomodation provided

"the best prospects".

(see letters dated 26 January and 16 April 1987). On the basis of

that advice, the appellant proceeded to acquire an interest in the

site, has initiated considerable geotechnical investigative surveys,

and submitted the planning application the subject of this appeal.

In the interim however, local land values had become enhanced to

the extent that the scheme became feasible at a lower density,

therefore in view of the known geotechnical difficulties the number

of units proposed was limited to 22 flats to be erected within two

4 storey blocks and one 3 storey block. The illustrative plan

submitted to accompany the application demonstrated that the develop-

ment could take place within the areas recommended by the appellant's

geotechnical consultants, that the development could be accommodated

on the site whilst retaining the existing protected trees, and that

the necessary parking and turning areas could be accommodated in

compliance with council standards. The application was accompanied

by an initial feasibility report prepared by the appellant's

geotechnical consultants and which concluded that the existing

level area is likely to prove suitable for development. The Council

were advised that further detailed investigation work specific to

eventual development proposals would be put in hand forthwith. These

have been completed at the time of preparing this evidence, and

a copy of the consultants report will be forwarded in due course.

Correspondance during the processing of the application by the

Council was limited to discussions regarding the demolition works

proposed to Encombe House, and the consequential effects on some

trees within the site. The appellant was not advised of any reservations

the Council felt regarding the proposal, nor did the Council invite

the submission of further feasibility studies regarding the

geotechnical difficulties on the site. Planning permission was refused

by members of the Council's Planning and Development Committee at

the meeting on 6 April 1988, for the reasons set out in the decision

notice reference SH/88/172. 



STRATEGIC AND LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK

The strategic planning framework is set by the approved Kent Structure

Plan (1983) which is currently under review with an examination in

public into proposed alterations due during the summer of 1988.
Policy HD1 of the review makes provision for 5,300 new dwellings

in the Folkestone Hythe area over the period 1986 - 2001, amplified

within Policy HD2 which places an increasing emphasis on the use

of land and buildings within the confines of existing built-up areas,

including derelict land and changes of use to housing, and the use

of "windfall" sites such as redundant institutional land, compatible

with an attractive urban environment. Policy HD2 further provides

that achievement of the targets of Policy HD1 will not constitute

a reason for preventing further development of the types outlined

above within existing built-up areas.

The local planning framework is set by the non statutory Folkestone

Hythe Local Plan (first alterations) which has been adopted by Shepway

District Council for development purposes on the 22 January 1986.

The area of Sandgate which contains the appeal site is subject to

a specific inset map which demonstrates that no specific planning

policies relate to the appeal site, with the exception that the

landscape significance of the steeply sloping scarp face behind

the site is recognized. The policies refered to in the report to

the Council's Planning and Development Committee are:

Policy H14 which identifies an area of low density residential

development whose boundary lies 150 metres west of the appeal

SLver

a)

Policy R3 (landscape) which refers to the Sandgate/Seabrook

escarpment. It states that the wooded hill slopes to the north

of Sandgate and Seabrook provide a wooded skyline behind the

built-up area. These areas are considered to have significant

local landscape importance and The Council will seek to protect

them, giving priority normally to their landscape value over

other planning considerations.

 



GENERAL PRESUMPTION IN FAVOUR OF DEVELOPMENT

In recent years Government circulars have increasingly emphasised

the presumption in favour of development. For example DOE Circular

14/85 states that:

"The planning system....fails in its function whenever it prevents,

inhibits or delays development which could reasonably have been

permitted. There is therefore always a presumption in favour of

allowing applications for development, having regard to all material

considerations, unless that development would cause demonstrable

harm to interests of acknowledged importance" . (Para 3)

DOE Circular 14/85 further states that:

"Tt is established principle of planning law that the developer

jis entitled to his permission unless there are sound, relevant and

clear cut reasons for refusals...nor is the developer required to

prove the case for the development he proposes to carry Out Le

the planning authority consider it necessary to refuse permission

an onus is on them to demonstrate clearly why the development cannot

be permitted and the reasons must be precise, specific and relevant

to the application". (Para 3.4)

 



PRINCIPAL ISSUE : VISUAL EFFECTS.

Landscape:

As identified in paragrarh 1 above, the site adjoins but does not

intrude into an area identified in the Folkestone and Hythe Local

Plan first alteration document as of local landscape importance.

The whole scarp face, where it retains its wooded appearance, is of

visual significance as a back drop to Sandgate, however the escarpment

face displays considerable folding along its length which leads

to some areas being almost entirely obscured from proader public

view. A photographic survey is being carried out to demonstrate

that the proposed development nestles within such a fold, and is

effectively masked from public view for all but an extremely short

section of Encombe itself by the wings of the hillsides to east

and west. Albeit that the development is one of three and four

storeys in neight, it will not intrude above the skyline feature

(specifically refered to in Policy R3) and does not impinge upon

the general setting of Sandgate.

It must therefore be concluded that the landscape issue identified

by the Council as of relevance to the refusal of planning permission

will not be prejudiced by the appeal proposal.

Character of the area:

The organic growth of Sandgate over the period since it first became

established has led to a considerable mixture of variety and styles

of development characterising the particular visual interest of

the village. The Council has further identified a small area within

which it considers 4 particular character to prevail, i.e. that

of larger houses set in substantial grounds, which is clearly

demarcated within the plan attached to the Folkestone and Hy the

Local Plan First alterations document. The site and surroundings

of Encombe are correctly omitted from that designation, as they

display no such distinctive characteristics.
The residential cul-

de-sac known as Encombe was developed by a mixture of houses and

bungalows during the 19603 within the former landscape setting of

Encombe House itself. Land to the west of Encombe remains undeveloped

where as land to the east has been developed by housing at extremely

high densities together with mixed commercial, retail, sheltered

housing, and other developments. The appeal proposal must therefore

be judged on its merits as 4 development for this particular site,

pearing in mind its impact on the neighbouring dwellings, its impact

on the landscape, its visual appearance, and any other relevant

planning factors. The appeal proposal will not prejudice the character

of the area in the broadest sense for the reasons set out in 4.1,

and will not represent an intrusion into the visual appearance of

Encombe in view of the prevailing contours and landscape features

which will effectively mask it from view from all but one or two

of the nearby dwellings. Of these, No 18 Encombe has been granted

planning permission by the District Council to erect a bungalow

within its side curtilage, and No 19 is suffering from structural

failure which may necessitate its demolition. The nature of the

development itself will not be "read" in the context of the

surrounding development, but will be envisagai as an isolated site

on its own and only within its boundaries. It cannot therefore be

argued to constitute an unduly prominent and intrusive development. 



Design;

discussed
The design of the building blocks themselves has not been

with the local planning authority nor

issue in the grounds for refusal.

that buildings of an acceptable design may success

is any reference made to that

It must therefore be common ground

fully be developed

on this site.

 



PRINCIPAL ISSUE : ACCESS.

Preliminary discussions with The Council Highway Engineers indicated

that no objection on access grounds could be made to the proposal

in view of the status of Encombe as a public highway, and the

compliance of the junction with highway design requirements. No

ground of refusal is put foward by the District Council

issue, therefore it is assumed that the proposed layout,

arrangements are acceptable to the District

on this

parking

provision, and access

Council.

 



PRINCIPAL ISSUE : STRUCTURAL STABILITY.

ne appellant is familiar with the geotechnical problems associated

with the site, and has gone to considerable lengths to ensure that

he has cdtained the best professional technical advice at every

stage in the progressing of development of this site. Early meetings

were held with the Council's own Building Control officers and

Structural engineer, and preliminary appraisals were done by the

appellant's geotechnical consultants, A.G. WEEKS and Partners. Not

only are the consultants highly qualified in the field, but extremely

experienced in the particular problems associated with the Sandgate

landslip area.

The preliminary appraisal dated November 1987 confirmed the basic

constraints within the site for development purposes, and recommended

that further investigation work specific to eventual development

proposals ought to be carried out at a later stage. The geotechnical

investigation recommended in paragraph 4.6 of the report has recently

been completed, details of which will be available by the end of

April 1988.

The Council's normal practice in such situations is to impose what

is locally refered to as the "Latch Gate" condition, which is

designed to ensure that in areas of known or suspected structural

instability, developers are required to obtain specialist advice

and particular foundation designs to deal with any local structural

problems which might arise. This condition is imposed in duplication

of powers available under the building regulations, and is therefore

of questionable planning relevance. Nevertheless, in view of the

particular difficulties within the landslip area it is generally

accepted that the "Latch Gate" requirements are reasonable(if legally

questionable) as a condition attached to a planning permission.

The Council's Building Control section has not advised that the

site is so structurally unstable that it is undevelopable, nor has

the advice of the Council's own structural Consultants (Mr R. Smith-

Osborne of Sir William Halcrow and Partners) been consulted on

the proposal. The officers report to members of the Planning and

Development Committee confirms that the land stability issue could

be dealt with via the normal "Latch Gate" condition.

Despite the considerable t.echnical evidence to the contrary, the

Council nevertheless decided that permission ought to be refused

also on the grounds that it was not satisfied from the details

submitted that the site can be satisfactorily developed in the manner

proposed without risk to the stability of the site and surrounding

properties. This reservation was not expressaito the appellant at

any time prior to the making of the decision, had it been, then a

deferment would have been requested in order to allow the current

detailed structural investigation to be completed and the report

available to the Council. It appears that the Council's only pasis

for the imposition of this ground of refusal was "information sheet"

circulated by a Mrs Lynda René-Martin whose qualifications in this

area are unknown. 



It is therefore concluded that:

(a) the structural stability of the land is not a planning matter

relevant to the determination of the planning application, but

in view of the local conditions prevailing the appellant would

not object to the imposition of the Council's "Latch Gate"

condition in this instance.

There is no reason to believe that the site cannot be developed

in the manner proposed in view of the geotechnical feasibility

studies which have already been carried out by the appellant's

consulting geotechnical engineers.

Ground 2 is incorrectly imposed.

 



PRINCIPAL ISSUE : HOUSING PROVISION

DOE Circular 15/84 states that:

"In meeting requirements for new housing , full and effective use

must be made of land within existing urban areas. Authorities should

ensure that full use is made of the practical opportunities arising

from conversion, improvement and redevelopment, the bringing into

use of neglected, unused or derelict land including...... sites

suitable for small scale housing schemes". (Para 4)

The Local Plan is under review in order to meet the targets of the

Kent Structure Plan Review Document. No issue of principle is raised

by the development proposed, in that the Council have accepted that

residential development of the site is appropriate, and that the

conversion of the former house into flats would not be inappropriate.

The structure Plan emphasizes the reliance on opportunity sites,

i.e. sites within the current built framework of Folkestone/Hythe

which become available for housing development due to changed

circumstances. The Council had previously acknowledged that the

particular difficulties of this site would justify flexibility in

approach both from the structural and planning points of view.

The site would provide an opportunity to create a high quality

stabilize a difficult site, and tidy up an area

residential scheme,

ed for its dereliction for a considerable period

which has been not

of time.

 



Protesters claim victory asflats rejected
CHEERSrolled aroundthe Civic Centre as
two controversial planning applications

wererejected.

Foikestone and Sandgate residents
rejoicedas plansto build42 flats in Encombe

and to earmark ShepwayClosefor residen-

tial development were thrown out by the
council on Tuesday.
The Encombeapplic:

the building ofa cre
flats and associated parking on the former
site of Encombehouse, had attracted many
objectionsdue to its positioningon a poten-

tion, which proposed

cent-shape block of 42

tial landslip site. The stabilityof the

was called into question by speake: 30

cillor Joy MacMillan and Sandgate parish

councillor Michael Lyons.

Cllr MacMillan, whoalso presented a 350-
signature petition against the applicati

to the council, said: “You cannot engineer
theforces of nature. You are putting 42 flats

ona geological fault line.”

Despite warnings fromthe council officers
that construction would probablystabilise

the site, and the council mayincurcosts if
reasons for refusal were thought by the

developers to be unreasonable, the commit-
tee voted sevento five with one abstention
for rejection.

Theplan v rejected on the grounds that

it would adverselyaffect the amenityof the
residents, throughtraffic, and the surround-
ing landscaping and it was out of character.

Members also discussed the plans for the

ShepwayClose and ruled thatplans to turn

it into a residential area were contrary to
the Local Plan, well as potentially
putting strainontraffic, medical and educa-
tional services in thearea.

(Qe
we 



The Planning Inspectorate

3/15 Eagle Wing Direct Line _0117-3728731

Temple Quay House Switchboard 0117-3728000

2 The Square : Fax No 0117-3728181
Temple Quay

Bristol BS1 6PN te GTN 1371-8731
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Mrs L Rene-Martin Your Ref:
The Sandgate Society

Coast Cottage OurRef: APP/L2250/A/05/1180693

149 Sandgate HighSt

Sandgate Date: 19 July 2005

Kent

CT20 3DA
 

Dear Madam

TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT1990
APPEAL BY LEON WAYNE DEM TRUSTEES LTD

SITE AT SITE OF FORMER ENCOMBEHOUSE, ENCOMBE, SANDGATE, FOLKESTONE, KENT,
CT20 3DE

Thank you for your letter. Your comments will be considered before the appeal decision is
issued.

The deadline for submission of correspondencefrominterestedparties is 20 July 2005. Any

documentsor correspondence submittedafter that date will not be accepted and will be
returned to the senderas late representation andtherefore outof time.

The LPA will notify you ofthe time and date of the hearing.

Yours faithfully

y Mf Leo Ryan

210J

 



circulated with

Ministry of

the Coastal
 

the age-old abili along this stretch of coast. In January 1970, a

further six leé slips were reported between Hythe and Dover. In Sandgate

the geological instability has been considerably aggravated by de

of the former Encompoe Estate which, in 1966, destabilised a wide

These results were, as residents warned, entirely predictable.

this Summary of events and Fact Sheet attached (p.3-7), is for thet ?

benefit of Local Councillors and Council Officers w mé be of too

origin to appreciate the full background t his highly unstable aree

is also for the be i C Oo whose nord may ¢ NOI Gree Ox

unaware or the devastating and costly

te and puolic property, for the pa ars over a wide area

ation

around the village

notorious landslip area x zoned for residential deve

Kent Development Plan (confirmed 1958). The former Fobk

n Council ignored their duty and of ed no cor

inclusion. In 1962, however, consent to build flats was

Extensive development on the Encombe Estate in the early 1960!

wrecked the 1893/94 land-drain laid under the supervision of

Sandgate UDC and which had provided stability for 70 years. ‘he

developers also destroyed the Encombe Water Gardens (see O/S ma
an effective way of channelling off springs and surface wa

area. The Sandgate Laundry (site of Car Park) utilised 100,000
gallons of this water a week.

Consequent upon development, ground movement was reported in 1966 over

Wide area, accompanied by cracking up of residential property and
requent breakdown in main services: gas, water, electricity
elephone cables.

ite the threat to public property also, Folke > Council turned
r back on the whole situation.

1967, under pressure from residents, and following the findings «
Aberifan Tribunal, the Council called on } ows who recommended

two test borings on the hillside, only. These were carried out in 1968.

In 1970, the Ministry of Housing and cal Govt. agreed to contribute
to a Coast Protection Scheme. For reasons shown on p- 5S nothing was done.

Counc inherited a rapidly deteriorating situation.
78, Halcrows ed out a well-point me to

This, on their admission in 1986

water today (198&) is 



Halcrow R recommended trial borings over a six month

the rainy season, Septemoer to March. Three out of five
for readings until mié-January 1988.'A

required ¢ ore detailed

is no guarant

control

the major slip-curve, but will not nece lily prevent -- and may

even enhance -- local ground movements nea } surface. This

of local movement is clearly visiole over the area of the

i fhe continued flow of water down the hiilsiae, both

will continue to cause was 1t of large quantities

id provoke suvsidence beneéeth 3, seawall and

y, generally. " pment gh o 2 hillside will be

y
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In Feb 1956, the Folkestone and District Water Company overhauled

the high-level reservoiron the N.W.neight above Encombe (see O/S

maps) which since its installation after World War 1 had encountered
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REPORT PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This report has been prepared following consideration by

Development Control Committee of a planning application for a

restaurant in the vicinity of the new Southern Water Services

outfall on Lower Sandgate Road. Permission was refused for the

development, but the Committee came to the view, through

consultations anda visit to the site, that the area requires a

higher standard of maintainance and lacks any long term plan for

its future management and development. Report 3681 (Local Economy

Committee - October 1950) subsequently identified this area as

beeing a priority for improvement and incorporates in it its draft

Environmental Improvement Programme for 1991/92.

The purpose of this report is to establish the present condition

of the area, make proposals for improved maintenance and

improvement, and explore ideas for the future aimed at making the

most of the area in relation to its tourist recreational

potential.

The conclusions of this report are relevant to Environmental

Services and Leisure Services Committees, as the Committee

responsible for the management of the land, and the Local Economy

Committee, which has wider environmental enhancement and co-

ordinating role.

CONTEXT OF AREA

The Lower Sandgate Road must be seen as one of the

facilities/attractions of Folkestone as a tourist/visitor resort,

and pleasant living environment. It should compliment other

facilities and not compete with them.

Folkestone's tourist and recreational features can be listed as

follows:-

(a) Downland walks from the Elham Valley to the Dover boundary

where good walking with superb views is available for the

energetic.

The Warren and its Nature Reserve provides a quiet, wild area

for naturalists and those interested in wildlife. te

provides camping areas and quiet beaches.

The East Hills, open hill top grass landscape provides tennis
and golf, cafeteria, walking, and sitting, with views of the

Harbour area and the White Cliffs.

Sunny Sands. A traditional sandy cove for family bathing

close to the town.

Harbour and fishing village provides interest to young and

old who can spend time watching the boats come and go, and
the fishermen's work. Seeing ferries loading and leaving for

France provides extra interest and a link to the Continent.

Fun Fair. Traditional fun by the sea. Extensive family

bathing beach. 



Shopping Centre at Sandgate Road, Rendezvous Street and The

Old High Street.

The Leas. Formal promenading area with views of the Channel

and France on a clear day. Includes entertainment facilities

at Leas Cliff Hall and the Bandstand, close to the town

centre.

Kingsnorth Gardens. Although occupying but a small area,

3.1/4 acres in the centre of the town, the garden was
designed with a view to providing a restful retreat for the

public and to be the home for as many as possible of the more

attractive plants known to the horticulturalist.

The Lower Sandgate Road provides a semi wild landscaped area
easily accessible to the town centre and seafronts. It offers

opportunities for walking, picnicking, sitting and bathing and is

unique in terms of its character and location. It contrasts with

the wildness and remoteness of the Warren, the open expanse of the

East Cliff and the formality of the Leas. The distinctive

qualities of the area should be emphased and improved within the

terms of the covenant "as a quiet, undeveloped area".

BACKGROUND

In 1982: The former Amenities Committee (Report 1992)identified
problems of general condition and maintainance relating to four
areas, i.e. The Leas Cliff walks, Lower Sandgate Road Marine Walk

and cliff slippage, which was a source of concern.

A further report (2066) was submitted to the Committee following

consideration by a Working Group. It recommended a programme of
improvements over a five year period commencing April 1983,

including:-

the improvement of working standards —- Appendix 2.

stabilisation of slip area.
path wall and other reinstatement works following

stabilisation work.
the Leas Cliff and paths. Repairs to paths, bandstand, new

deck chairs, fencing, signs, notice board and shelters.
Land Services & Recreation to provide more mown glades and

picnic clearings.
tree and shrub planting to maintain natural look and to
provide shelter to setting and picnic areas.

repairs to paths, walls and steps, rebuild short flight of

steps.
provide additional shelter.

repair and renew sign posts, redecorate kiosk.

additional picnic areas with seating and litter bins.
Cliff Lift renovation and upgrading.

The following additional work was undertaken over this period:-

(1) Tree planting within finances available and Countryside
Commission Grant when 500 whips were planted in 1989. 



Replanting Zig Zag path and area immediately below the Leas

Cliff Hall.

Provision of new seats, litter bins and picnic tables.

(4) Resurfacing Marine Parade (part)

(5) Post installed to prevent vehicular access along Marine

Parade.

(6) Letting of kiosk to concessionaire on agreement thate

reinstates building.

The area covered in this Report comprises land held for three

purposes:

ook Lower Sandgate Toll Road, land to the south and most of the

foreshore — held for charitable purposes in trust as a public

park and pleasure ground, and expressed aS a place of

enjoyment by the inhabitants of the town of Folkestone and of

the neighbourhood in general as a quiet undeveloped open area

to be enjoyed primarily by pedestrians and those seeking

pleasant and peaceful surrounds.

Teasmeand litte sneldstoxr municipal purposes for a pleasure

ground for the use of the general public.

Marine Walk and part foreshore — held for coast protection

purposes.

Care will need to be taken in the final scheme to ensure that the

interests of the charity land are not prejudiced and the Earl of

Radnor will need to be formally consulted on some aspects of

report.

PRESENT CONDITION

The impression given to the visitor who wanders into the area is

that it is rather remote, and lacking a high standard of care.

One exception being the beach huts which are now leased to an

operator and are smartly painted and maintained. Access for the

pedestrian is poor and paths from the Leas are not adequately sign

posted. They are in poor repair, steps are uneven and hand rails

broken and some paths have had to be closed because Of clLirt

movement. From the Fun Fair end there is no indication that there

is anything to see or do here with poorly maintained paths and

landscape and nothing to encourage or welcome the visitor.

 



(9) Southern Water Authority - outfall work which has disfigured
area and vehicle movement has not been conducive in

encouraging public usage.

Works activity - vehicle movement has not been conducive to
encouraging public usage.

ACTION PLAN

REPAIRING THE EXISTING

The immediate and urgent need is for repair of what exists. This
should include clearing fallen trees and thinning out crowded
areas, phased to ensure stability of cliff face, the repair of
footpaths and steps, replacement of litter bins and the increase
in litter patrols; repair of picnic tables and repair of Seats,
repair of fences and handrails in rustic style, repair of
buildings or replacement with more attractive designs. Ihe ats
Suggested that the following works be carried out in the next
three financial years 1991/94.

 



Apart from the grant aided tree planting referred to above, the
cliff has not been repaired since the 1987 and later storms have

ravaged the older trees. Trees remain fallen and in some cases

propped up by other trees, and felling has only been undertaken

adjacent to direct public access paths. Sycamore is predominant

in many areas and views from the Leas are obscured. There vane

few seats for visitors and picnickers. Litter bins require

addition and renewal and more regular emptying. Fences and hand
rails require repair, some have been temporarily repaired with

Chestnut paling for safety reasons. Picnic tables have been

vandalised. Access to the promenade is obscure and poor access

to the beach is restricted to the agile as steps are few and far

between. The promenade at the Western end is covered in shingle

over damaged tarmac making it difficult to walk.

A detailed analysis of the present condition of the area is set
out in Appendix 1.

From the above, it is clear that the area is not fulfilling the

potential outlined in paragraph 2.3 as a valuable recreational
open space and tourism facility and in the terms of the covenant

"as a place of enjoyment by the inhabitants of Folkestone and

neighbourhood in general as a quiet open area to be enjoyed
primarily by pedestrians and those seeking pleasant and peaceful

surroundings".

The following factors have contributed to the present situation:-

(1) Financial Restraints - Limited availability of finance has

reduced the prospects of enhanced maintenance of the area.

Re-establishment of plants as part of the Leas improvements

has been difficult because of two consecutive dry Summers,
vandalism and lack of watering facilities.

Storm Damage which has left the area devoid of trees despite

a programme of replacements within budgets available and
Countryside Commission Grant when 500 Whips were planted.

Dead Trees have been left where safe to provide stability to
the cliff face until replacements have matured.

Shingle on Promenade because of insufficient finance
continually clear.

Vandalism this is a continuing problem involving damage to
seats, litter bins, car park barriers and in the physical

removal of a complete picnic table and removal of newly
planted material.

Litter - the depositing of litter has increased dramatically

in keeping with the present trend of fast food catering and
public attitude that somebody else will pick it up.

Sunday Market has contributed to the litter problem and
increased vehicle usage and damage to grass areas. 



Ensure existing signs, furniture ete is in good condition.

Tolls and Barriers

vs Remove old barriers and toll equipment.

ie Provide new automatic barriers.

Buildir

is Repair, re-fit or reduce existing toilet buildings.

ie Remove existing kiosk and replace with new, possibly

mobile kic s.

Remove existing shelter, make good.

Encourage repair and development of the Mermaid Cafe (to

provide restaurant open at night with superb Channel

Views).

Trees on the Cliff

all fallen or damaged trees on the

other areas and make good.

Remove all dead or dying trees and vandalised

planting or dead new plantir

Replant important losses.

Remove/thin Sycamore.
Instigate a forestry study of the whole area

determine future planting needs.

1. Remove

Planting
Reinforce existing shrub plantin

repair grassed areas.

g where damaged or dying5

Huts and Lters

Remove two collapsed two concrete shelters on the promenade

and demolish the ugly shelter on the grassed area.

Promenade

ie Clear shingle and repair promenade at West end.

Picnic
es Remove é icnic tables, replace with new.

2 New benches.

Fences and Hand ls

Repair all to a good standard in rustic style to match

existing.

Paths, Steps and Road

1. Repair all paths and steps, re-lay and re-form where

necessary.
Dee Repair or re-lay road as necessary.

Litter and Litter Bins
Renew bins by bins of suitable and large design. 



THE NEED FOR DEVELOPING FACILITIES
 

The second priority should be to improve facilities that exist.

This could include tree planting of suitable species, particularly

suited to a marine environment, to provide a variety of colour and

foliage. Signs to give directions and information about plants,

trees and wildlife. More and larger litter bins, more seats and

picnic tables, better and increased access points from the Leas,

and to the beach. Planting of shrubs and bulbs suited to the

marine environment to give colour throughout the Summer and

Autumn. More attention to litter picking to ensure clean

environment at all times. Toilets require improvement, although

the new auto toilets may be a better investment. Some provision,

say at two points, ought to be provided. The kiosks could be

replaced with more appropriate attractive design, perhaps mobiles

to avoid vandalism when unused.

Consideration should be given to the entrance to Lower Sandgate

Road to exclude or reduce through traffic and also to the better

regulation of parking in association with traffic calming measures

such as sleeping policemen. This would be a matter for

Environmental Services Committee.

If these measures succeed in re-establishing the area as a popular

recreational facility, then further consideration should be given

to the redevelopment of the Mermaid Cafe to provide a restaurant

and cafe with better access to the road and promenade. With an

improved environment, this could be a successful facility. The

provision of an information point needs careful examination.

These works should be tackled over a 5 year period.

Beare Ou Access
i Improve pedestrian access by signs, information boards,

wider paths and an increased number of paths; both to

Promenade and to Leas, improve parking facility by

marking out preferred parking areas.

Instal pedestrian lighting on all paths and promenade,

vandal proof type to extend the safe access into the

evenings.

Tolls and Barriers

ile Provide further information boards of larger more

informative, more pictorial and more colourful type,

maybe an arch in ironwork over the road with lettering

saying, "Lower Sandgate Road Marine Pleasure Gardens",

or some similar announcement of the facility.

Buildings

eS Encourage the rebuilding and expansion of the existing

Mermaid Cafe, provide signage, lighting and car parking.

Die Repair or remove toilet blocks, provide auto toilets at

intervals, say 4 number adjacent to road. 



Plant new trees to reinforce charé r and add interest,

perhaps an arboretum of marine trees. Scots Pines could

be planted. Many suitable varieties are available to
E

srovide interest and colour throughout the year.
P

g

Provide a sig >» walk for tourists interested in

trees in a marine er onment.

Generally thin out trees on the clif particularly at

the top to open up views from the Le which are at

present obscured.

Planting

Ih Carry out isive > anting of shrubs between the

road and the promenade.

2 Investigate the idea ama e shrub/pla collection

and put up information boards. 2m p is should be

on providing colour through¢

Supplement current programme © lbs for Spring colour

in and around the grassed areas.

Huts and Shelters

ie Bathing huts appear well managed, encoura the building

of more huts at the Eastern end, say 15 in number

Dae Provide say three shelters or grassed areas and two on

the promenade to include three seats e designed to

be vandalproof and attractive.

Promenade and Beaches

Ins Further increase step access to the shingle beaches at

the Eastern end.

Picnic Facilities

1. Provide more tables and benches if those provided under

5.1.08 are a success.

2a Consider the use of automatic, coin-in-the-slot barbecue

facilities.

Fences and Hand Rails

i Provide more hand rails to steps and i to

improve security for the disabled.

Paths, Roads and Steps

1. Develop nature walks and signposted tours including

information boards.

Qe Provide pedestrian lighting scheme for all paths and the

road.

he Reconsider closure or restriction of the road at the

Tollhouse and provide parking areas at intervals.

Narrow the road and construct sleeping policemen.

11 



Litter and Litter Bins

Increase the number of bins dependent on the success of those

provided under 5.1.11.

THE NEED FOR IMPROVED MAINTENANCE

The third priority should be to review and update the current

maintenance programme capable of achieving higher levels of care

demanded by a prime tourist facility such as this.

Dw sO The current standards of day-to-day maintenance are shown at

Appendix 2 and the financial effect of increasing those

standards on the lines of 5.3.03 - 5.3.12 are shown at

Appendix 3. The additional costs of the higher maintenance

should be a significant factor in reducing the need for

future major schemes.

Access

Allow for the repair and maintenance of signs at regular

intervals. These are particularly vulnerable to vandalism.

Tolls and Barriers
Allow for the maintenance

Buildings

Allow for maintenance of toilets, kiosks and shelters.

Trees

Allow for replacement and surgery at regular intervals.

Planting
Allow for the repair of steps.

Promenade and Beach
1g Allow for the repair of steps.

Allow for repair of promenade and clearing of shingle.

Allow for maintenance of lighting.

and Shelters

Beach huts are leased. There is no maintenance cost for

the Council.

Allow for maintenance of Council run shelters.

Picnic Tables

ihe Allow for the maintenance repair and replacement where

necessary.

Fences and Hand Rails

Allow for the maintenance repair and replacement

necessary.

Paths and Steps
Allow for repair of paths and steps. 



Litter and Litter Bins
LS Allow for replacement of 25% of bins each year.

Arrange daily litter picking and bin emptying during

season and twice a week during the Winter. Litter

picking must include wooded area, cliff and beach.

IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE

The Lower Sandgate Road has great potential as both a tourist

attraction and a facility for local people. Once repaired and

improved, it will take its place as one of Folkestone's unique

features and add to the town's attractions as a holiday resort.

It is considered that its value is its informal, semi-wild nature
and that any development of facilities apart from the

reinforcement of existing facilities could damage this special

character. The provision of improvements as detailed under 5.2 to

provide more information and better facilities is essential.

CONCLUS IONS

The area has enormous potential as a tourist attraction and

facility for local residents.

The present condition needs improving, and more financial

resources should be directed towards attaining the objectives set

out in this Report in a phased manner.

Priorities

Commence repairs to existing landscape and facilities in

1991/92 phased over three years.

Commence improve and develop landscape and facilities 1991/92

phased over five years.

Enhance maintenance budget for future years to maintain

standards achieved.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That subject to agreement of both Committees this Report as may be
amended form the basis of future maintenance and strategy for the

Lower Sandgate Road area.

That the three year programme of repairs set out in Section 5.1

(estimated cost £187,000.) be agreed in principle and the first
year programme (estimated cost £82,000) be included in the Leisure

Services and Environmental Services Committees budgets when the
financial resources can be found.

That the five year programme of improvements set out in Section

5.2 (estimated cost £248,000) be agreed and the first years

programme (estimated cost £14,000) be included in the Local
Economy Committee budget when the resources can be found. 



That the increased maintenance standards set out in 5.3 (estimated

cost £26,000.p.a.) be agreed and included in the Leisure Services

and Environmental Services Committees budgets when the financial

resources can be found.

That a further report updating the situation and if necessary,

revising the strategy and programme be submitted to the three

Committees in October/November 1991.

 



APPENDIX I

Analysis of Present Condition

Access

Access is poor and not obvious, and generally inadequate from the

Leas for all but the determined and agile. There are few signs to

direct people. At the lower level, tolls are unwelcoming and

paths run down. There is little to encourage access. There is no
information of value provided. Access from the promenade to

Sandgate Road and from Sandgate Road to the promenade is poor,

limited and unsignposted except at eastern end. Access from the

promenade to the beach is inadequate, resulting in very low use of
this attractive beach area.

Tolls

Toll bars are subject to constant vandalism, rusty and untidy;

signage is disorganised and negative. There is no welcome or
attraction to encourage use.

Buildings

The Toll House is privately occupied and leased and is in good

repair. Adjacent toilets are just acceptable; large toilet

building on the north side of the road at the eastern end is in a

poor state of repair and not a pleasant place to visit. The rear

roof slopes are extensively damaged and show evidence of poor
maintenance in the past. Internally it is run down and not a

pleasant place for relief. The kiosk at the Eastern end is
graffiti covered and in a very poor state, with no attractive

features. The one shelter provided on the landscaped area is of

ugly brick with corrugated roof, containing one seat. The Mermaid
Cafe is run-down, untidy and has very poor signage.

Trees and Bushes on the Cliff

Many fine trees remain after the '87 and later gales. Some,

however, are still leaning against other trees. A modest

replanting has been attempted with finances available together

with clearance work. Sycamore has been allowed to establish
itself, and has dominated some areas. Although not a native tree

this species thrives well inthis difficult environment and

assists in preventing erosion of cliff face. Some replanting has
been damaged by vandals and the weather, and in many cases remains

unattended. However, during the annual Winter clean through the
area this will be attended to.

Planting between the road and the sea.

Plants here survive on their own - there is no evidence of any

replanting or exploitation of this unique site. Marine plants

only of course, but there is no colour. Plants are cut down by
the footpaths to allow pedestrian access . Trees here are much
damaged by gales; there is no replanting and fallen trees remain.

Beach Huts and Shelters

With minor exceptions at the Eastern end, these are privately

managed by the occupier of the Tollgate House. All have been

repaired and repainted following the storms, and stand in stark
contrast to the condition of the rest of the area. At the Eastern
end the concrete shelters owned by the Council await repair or
demolition. 



Promenade and Beaches

Apart from the Southern Water Authority outfall works, the beaches

are good. There is some litter but not unpleasantly so. There is

however limited access for all but the agile; there are a few

steps either conerete, wood or metal. At the Eastern end, access

ig undesirable because of beach protection boulders making it

unusable.

The promenade has been resurfaced up to the Southern Water

Authority workings. This is gritty and loose and not pleasant to

walk on. At the Western end the promenade requires repair

following the Winter storms and is covered in shingle making

walking difficult. When the Southern Water Authority have

finished and reinstated the promenade, and the coast protection

works are complete, the promenade will again be a pleasant, quiet

walk by the sea.

Picnic Facilities

New tables have been provided at the foot of the Zig Zag path and

are in good condition and well used. Some new tables are at the

extreme Western end. Other, older fixed facilities are without

exception broken and left in a derelict condition.

Fences and Hand Rails

Generally, these are not in good order. Some repairs and some

"assumed" temporary repairs using Chestnut paling for safety and

economy - Hand rails are not continuous. These are important to

give access to the disabled, and to provide a secure environment.

Paths, Road and Steps

The Lower Sandgate Toll Road is a patchwork with many repairs and

an uneven surface. There is parking allowed all along its length,

but no bays have been marked out except at the extreme West end

where a small car park has been created. Paths down from the Leas

and along the cliff either on the slope or at its face are

generally in poor condition; they are uneven, out of level,

particularly the steps. They are overgrown and in some cases now

closed because of slippage- Paths at the base are obstructed by

up-rooted trees damaged in the '87 and later storms. Access via

these paths is not signposted or easy to find for the visitor.

There are too few ways of entering the area or reaching the beach.

Litter Bins and Litter

The present bins are of three or four different patterns, some in

very poor condition and not very numerous. New green, fibre glass

bins were installed in 1989 although many older ones in poor

condition remain.

Litter abounds despite regular litter picking. Evidence of

"parties" is often to be seen, both in the wooded areas and the

grassy banks. These remain uncleared for days on end at times. 



Scheduled Work

DAY TO DAY MAINTENANCE

Operation

APPENDIX 2

Season Frequency

 

Areas

Mowing Glades

and Picnic Areas

Clear cut growth
from path and

step sides (3ft
width) and other

designated areas.

Thorough sweeping

and cleansing main
paths and steps

including Lower
Sandgate Road.

Thorough sweeping

and cleansing

other paths and
steps.

litter clearance

elsewhere includ-
ing bins.

Beach cleansing

March-October

May-September

April-October

April-October

Fortnightly

(14 per annum)

Every 6 weeks

(4 per annum)

Fortnightly

(12 per annum)

Every 6 weeks

(5 per annum)

evening work

Total

 



APPENDIX 3

927/93

REPAIRS TO EXISTING

10,000
10,000
5,000

10,000 10,000

~70,000 35,000

DEVELOPING SCHEMES

10,000 10,000
10,000

20,000

2,000 2,000
2,000 2,000

10,000

2,000

2,000
5,000 50,000

5,000

 

14,000 63,000 65,000

INCREASED MAINTENANCE (Annually)
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H 1,000

Already catered for
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Already catered for
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o
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26,000 
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Date: 23rd March 1989

in Encombe area

Dear Sir/Madam,

ENCOMBE STABILISATION SCHEME

As you probably know, the Council are promoting a scheme to stabilise

the landslip at Encombe. The scheme extends along some 410 metres of

the sea front and comprises the installation of dowel piles generally

through Sandgate Esplanade and the beach. The dowel piles are formed

by heavy steel joists 14 metres long and installed in 1.2 metre dia.

bores approximately 23 metres deep and surrounded by concrete. The

upper part of the bore is to be backfilled with shingle. The centre

to centre spacing of the dowel piles varies from 2.1 metres in the
central length to 4.2 metres in the eastern and western lengths.

It is anticipated that Tender documents for the works will be issued

to Contractors within the next few weeks and construction work

(subject to approval from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food) should commence in the Summer.

The scheme will inevitably cause some disturbance in the area
particularly to Coastguard Cottages, and consequently I think it would

be useful to hold a public meeting to explain the proposals in detail
and to give everyone affected by the works the opportunity to enquire
about any particular aspect of the scheme that concerns them.

I have, therefore, booked the Chichester Hall in Sandgate for the

evening of Friday, 14th April, and look forward to meeting you if you
are able to attend. The meeting will commence at 7.30 p.m.

Yours faithfully,

for Controller of Technical
and Planning Services. 



Your Ref. — ; SHEPWAY

OUERefam eran aac he a District Council
Ext

 



ccs Councillor E. J. C. Hamer

131 Sandgate High Street

Folkestone, CT20 3BZ

Mr B Rochester/JC

434

31 January 1989

SENT TO:

Mr. L. Chilvers, Mr. T. Murless, Mr. A. Todd,
12 Wilberforce Road, 119 Sandgate High Street, 11 Encombe,
SANDGATE, FOLKESTONE, SANDGATE,
Folkestone, Kent, CT20 3BZ Folkestone,

Kent, CT20 3ED Kent, CT20 3DE

Dear Sir,

ENCOMBE LANDSLIP STABILISATION SCHEME

WORKING AND STORAGE AREAS

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the use of Wilberforce Road

Car Park as a working area for the duration of the above contract. I appre-

ciate your concern about this metter but would point out that it is essential

to have a reasonable sized area for the contractors compound fairly close

to the works and in en area where it will not be affecteac by the see in

rough weather.

In order to minimise the impact of this proposal on the neighbourhood it

has been decided to restrict the use of the car park for temporary offices

and light storage cnly. The contractor will also be required to provide

and maintain a public pedestrian access from Wilberforce Road to the footpath

at the north of the car park, together with eccess to a minimum of: four-

teen car parking spaces for the use of the public.

The site of 33 and 34 The Esplanade (now demolisned) may aiso be used

by the Contractor as a working and storage area, subject to satisfactory

arrangements to avoid damage or disturbance to the neighbouring properties,

their owners or occupiers. In addition to this, an area of Princes Parade,

Seabrook is being allocated to the Contractor for storage of heavy plant

and materials, : aera

With regard to the stabilisation works it is, of course, ineviteble that

there will be some disturbance during the course of the contract, but
I would assure you that every reasonable effort will be made to keep disturb-

ance and noise to a minimum. However, I sm sure you are very much aware

of the need for these essential works particularly as your preperty is
within the area being protected by the schene.

Finally, XY would like to inform you that 7 will soon be notifying the

local residents of a public meeting which will be held within the next
4 to 6 weeks. The purpose of the meeting will be to inform everyone con-

cerned of the scheme details and programe,

Yours faithfully,

for Controller of Technical
and Planning Services 



The Baker's Dozen,

13 Wilberforce Road,

Mr. Be. Rochester, Sandgate,

Chief Engineer, Folkestone CT20 3ED

Shepway District Council. 6 Feb 89

Tel: 49180
ACA! eee

Encombe Landslip Stablisation Scheme: Working & Storage Areas

When we spoke on the telephone last week I was surprised that you were

not in possession of my letter of 9th January , as Councillor Hamer told

me that he had passed it to the Council.

Enclosed is a photostat of that letter. I shall be glad if you will

adopt it and send me the appropriate reply. No doubt you will also ensure

that I am recorded as requiring notification as the matter progresses.

oe

 



“Geoffrey Edmunds - For Information

Somerville Lodge
REGINALD TURNILI Hillside
Space Writer & Consultant Sandgate

Kent CT20 3DB

03¢ 9012

7 January 1989

Cr Eric Hamer

131 Sandgate High Street

Dear Councillor Hamer

hank you for letting me seethe I Ft of the Tender
Document for the Encombe LandslipS
a major p

t Pes

roject which I am sure most residents will
the long-term protection of their property which it

- In the short-term it is obviously going to c

p and inconvenience to many of us I hope therefore

be possi > to establish good relations on a two
the Contractor and his Chief Engineer.

Since you directly concernedas

as being our local Councillor, dc ld be x ible for

you to act spokesman between the resid ar 1e é 's

Chief Engineer, so that problems and complaints could be dealt

with hey occur as pleasantly and co-operatively as possible

In the meantime I would like to object most renuously to the
proposal to use Wilberfor park (Page 1: ra 107(1)) as

a working storage for the following reasons:

1. To use tt 10S stab yiece of land in Sand for |

for parking or car 1e 3S dowel

other stores involved, seems like )
sort of la ips that the proj

sidents have nowhereel park their cz
deprive them of the use of the car pe for about a

bound to lead to continuing problems and friction.

Ss to Enbrook Lodge, Som Bramble Cottage,
Robingale and The Cotta 1 ly neces a good deal

At least
one Hillside resident leaves home eve1 nO ng by 5am.
Freq t blockage of our access would

Thousands of pounds of ratepayers' money| recently been

spent on resurfacing the Car Park, and a weight restriction

placed upon vehicles to protect it. More money was 



recently on planting trees; no effort

postpone tree-planting, although the sta

then well-advanced. Why was e trwas planting not

e Wilberforce Road car park for storing dowel les

es long and 1.2 metres in diameter woul

possible without improving the acce

the houses in the vicinity of the narrow access
roads in const jeopardy. One suspects the Contractor

would want to widen the access, which would change

character of the area permanently.

clearly
or alternatively;

the

| can continue using their

construction work, and ensure that money already

surfacing and landscaping does not have t

econd e, would suggest that
readily available, with cfect

the area near the Canal
the recent work
yards furt

compensated

OS

an ideal storage

accessibility. ‘
outfall at Seabrook, used for

re, and not restored since.
the small ex

time and

This

200-3
ra distance more than

labour saved by

be most grateful if you would

1€ appropriate department of t
ersations with my

share these viewss; but no

elves!

comments

he Shepway District

believe
doubt

Yours s

 



We

Your Re

ul a 7 A Sanc SHEPWAY

Ext 378 District Council
Ross House.

To: ALL RESIDENTS IN THE ENCOMBE AREA

The Encombe isation W W as

programmed to commen i Amr Autumn of
would

Although the scheme | en a C Lae ject obtaining

Capital Allocation from s ¢ iff r id Food and,

regretfully, this i

meant that the Council » not per

allowance had been made in the Council

were investigated to try and overcome

to be unsuccessful.

I situation is that the

have a very hi priority for fundi in 1990/1991 and

intention for tk scheme to be put out to tender again in Jan

a view to commencing construction work in March/April 1990.

course, subject to Capital allocation being made available.

the public meeting he i he Hall on Friday

was mentioned that 1€ meeti V k anise

benefit of those
and other Sandgate High e ident d f 5 Sua

to hold this meeting but do no Sider it wi be w i until

acceptable tender has been scrutinised and the ont or's method

construction properly assesse

> this information adequately explains tt current situation but

require any further details nes ame | se do not hesi o conta

Mr. Rochester.

Yours faithfully,

SLbrome
for Controller of Techni«

and Planning Servic 



AY

Ye

Gireee Mr G A Sanders/AW SHEPWAYee 378
District Council

Date. 10th May 1990 Ross House,

To : All residents in the Encombe Area

Dear Sir/Madam,

ENCOMBE STABILISATION SCHEME

inform you that the above Contract will be commencing shortly

the Public Meeting on 14th April 1989, a further meeting

is m L to which you are cordially invited, will be held in the Chich-

2ster Hall, Sandgate at 7.30 p.m. on Friday 25th May 1990. The purpose

of the meeting will be to discuss the Scheme details, methods of working,

storage areas,safety and Contract programmes. The Contractor and the Consult-
ants will be represented.

I hope that you will be able to attend.

Yours faithfully,

for Controller of Technical

and Planning Services

 



Ay
our ee SHEPWAY

District Council

19th April 1989

> Edmundsr. Edmunds,

I enclose

Encombe

 



Somerville Lodge

REGINALD TURNILL Hillside

Space Writer & Consultant Sandgate
Kent CT20 3DB

0303-49012
ll September 1990

Mr Bruce Rochester

Principal Engineer

Shepway District Council

Civil Centre

Folkestone Kent

Dear Mr Rochester

Many thanks for getting Dr Birt of Halcrow & Partners to

ring me last week. It was not your fault that my talk with him

in the road adjacent to the dowelling site was particularly

unsatisfactory!

The purpose of this letter is to place on record the

concern of residents like myself about the way this work proceeding.

This of course has been brought to a head by the fact that the

picturesque centre section of the Coastguard Cottages is heavily

cracked with some danger of it falling into the main road.

From the beginning of the work we have experienced short

but sharp periods of intense vibration, causing kitchen utensils

to rattle, and radiators all round the house to vibrate noisily

as well. This vibration extends right back to Bramble House,

the new house behind Somerville Lodge in Hillside, even though that

rests on a large concrete raft. The owner, Mr Doyle, expressed

his concern and alarm to me.

My personal concern, of course, is possible effects on

Somerville Lodge, which is a 200-years old listed house - and even

more upon the steep bank in which my garden ends just above the

road opposite to the Coastguard Cottages. It this is brought down

into the road I hope and presume that Shepway Council will accept

responsibility. I have maintained and contained it by my own efforts

for the last 15 years, but at the age of 75 it is beyond both my

physical and financial capacity to deal with such an event.

That brings me to my conversation with Dr Birt. You will

recall telling me that the Council paid Halcrow's to monitor the

work, and it would be better if I expressed my concerns to Birt

rather than to you. Birt took the opposite view, saying that he
was responsible to Shepway as his customer. When I asked him what

was the position about the cracked Coasguard Cottages, and who would

be responsible for repairs, he took the familiar bureaucrat's escape
route. He could not discuss individual cases, he said! That was 



a matter between the owner, Shepway, and the contractors. If I

found myself in such a position it would have to be dealt with under

the terms of the contract. I saw the original contract, but not

the present one, and doubt whether it contains anything specific.

I also raised with Birt the fact that, as you know of course

because you were there, Prof Hutchinson at the Hythe Marina

Bill hearings in the House, expressed grave doubts about the

effects of the present dowelling scheme. Birt was there too, and

told me that Halcrow's take a different view - supported

by "150 years of marine experience". Birt also declined to tell

me how many dowells had so far been sunk (none of my business,

apparently!), and I gathered that the sea will be left to clear up

most of the appalling mess on the beach.

Our final concern - a matter much discussed among adjacent

residents - is about the way these beautiful steel beams, costing

£800,000 of ratepayers' money, and which we see arriving in pristine

condition from Luxembourg, are immediately dumped on the beach to act

as supports for the temporary roadway. There the tide engulfs them

twice a day. I have photographs of the thick corrosive rust which

results. Whether they are cleaned before being inserted I do not know;

but in any case the treatment seems certain to reduce their life by

many years. You are probably aware of the alarming discoveries about

steel corrosion and concrete cancer which has unexpectedly reduced the
life of motorway bridges.

Birt dismissed these concerns too, and said that Halcrow's had

given permission for the beams to be stored below the high water
mark.

All these matters were recently discussed at a Sandgate
Society committee meeting, where it was agreed that it was important
that they should be placed on record. Bureaucratic evasions from

Halcrow's, etc, rather overlook the fact that it is the residents'

properties as well as the poll tax payers' money that is involved.

For us it is a question of survival rather than bureaucracy as we

live through "remedial" work, the merits of which we had no opportunity

to judge before it was commissioned. That being the case, we look
for assurances that Shepway will accept responsibility if it goes
wrong!

Yours sincerely

 



Sir William Halcrow & Partners Ltd

HALCROW Renae
c W6 7BY, England

Consulting Engineers Telephone 071-6! 2
ational Telephone + 44 71 60

x 916148

p Park, Swindon,

Controller of Technical & Planning Services wIshife SHODi Enoland
‘Shepway District Council Boe OT oeees
Ross House, Ross Way

Shorncliffe

Folkestone

Kent CT20 3UP
MET 72%

294
For the attention of Mr B Rochester

22 October 1990 Our ref

ENCOMBE LANDSLIP STABILISATION

We refer to the letter dated 11 September from Mr

addressed to Mr B Rochester, a copy of wl was passed

Resident Engineer for our comment.

With regard to the cracking that has developed in Coastguard
Cottages” over the past months, we would assure Mr Turnill tha

wherever possible all reports of alleged damage have been promptly;

followed up by a joint inspection by the Engineer and th

Contractor. Furthermore, the movement of cracks is being monitored

on a regular basis; the width of the particularly noticeable crack

in 145 Sandgate High Street is measured at least twice per wee

One of the purposes of this regular monitoring is of course

ensure that any potential danger to property or the public
detected at an early stage.

Regarding liability for the alleged damage, complaints from

affected property owner have initially been referred to
Contractor, his insurers and loss adjusters, and discussions

continuing between the Contractor, the Employer and the Engineer.

However, we continue to maintain that we can only discuss individual
properties with the particular owners, or their appointed agents,
and it would be improper to do otherwise.

Directors Consuttants
RWRothwell MA FICE DJ Pollock PhD MICE 1C Price FICE hor Sir Alan Muir Wo%
(Chairman) RS Gray FICE NA Trenter MSc MIGEOL NJ Cochrane
AR Kopec FICE D S Kennedy BScFIC! J Weaver PhD FICE
(Chief Executive) CJ Kirkland FICE VMScott BSc FICE
TD Casey MA FICE MR Stewart FICE FIHE TP Wallers BSc FICE
AC Cadwallader BA JL Beaver FICE JP Wood BSc FICE
(Secretary) PAS Ferguson MA J Ahmed BScFIE
MS Fletcher MBEMScFICE C AFleming PhD MICE RNCra
O Lioyd BSc G DHillier BSc FICE E Evans MA FICE PG Gammie BA Vineyard H

D Buckley FICE JG MayFICE CTK Heptnstall BS JD Lawson MAF London W6 7BY
H G Johnson BScFi RJ Pannen MICE A.J Madden PhD Mi 



Turning now to the subject of vibration, we are not surprised that

vibration has been experienced in Mr Turnill's property, or further

afield. It is a well known phenomonen that vibrations can be

transmitted relatively large distances through the ground; it is

also to be expected that kitchen utensils and central heating

radiators will act to amplify the vibrations transmitted to a

building. Furthermore, it is generally accepted that the threshold

of human perceptibility to vibrations occurs at a particle velocity

between 10 and 40 times less than the level at which damage may be
caused to buildings. Monitoring of vibrations at the Encombe site

suggests that the level of vibration experienced at Somerville Lodge
and the adjacent properties is most unlikely to be such as to cause

any damage to the property or indeed the steep bank.

We would confirm that members of the public may express their

concerns or address their queries to either the Council, as

Employer, or to our site staff as appropriate. Our site office has

been equipped with an answerphone in order to facilitate such

communication when our staf are occupied outside the office.
Public concerns that may have a bearing on the Contractor's

liability are passed on to the Contractor for his response.

If Mr Turnill is still concerned about the vibrations experienced at

Somerville Lodge, then we suggest that he should contact our site

staff, Mr Blight or Ms Fisentzou, and they will be pleased to

arrange an inspection of the property at a mutually convenient time
during piling operations.

With regard to the terms of the Contract, we would point out that

not only do the ICE Conditions of Contract (Fifth Edition) define in
general terms the responsibilities of the parties to the contract,

but Clause 80 of the Special Conditions and Clauses 106(4), 110(1)

and 112(2) of the Specification deal more specifically with the
Contractor's responsibilities regarding adjacent property.

Turning to Dr Burt's conversation with Mr Turnill on 6 September

1990, Dr Burt could not inform Mr Turnill of the exact number of
dowel piles installed simply because he did not have the information

to hand. As he explained at the time, the information was available

in the site office. For the record, 30 piles had been installed at

that date; by the week ending 20 October, 54 piles have been

installed. Regarding the present temporary access road in front of
Coastguard Cottages, the contractor is required to dispose of

excavated material and rubbish off-site and to reinstate the beach;
any surplus beach shingle may well be left for the sea to disperse
naturally. 



Finally, with regard to possible corrosion of the heavy steel
joists, we confirm that the Engineer has given permission for the

joists to be stored on the beach. Indeed, an alternative storage

would have been both inconvenient and costly. We would reply to Mr

Turnill's expressed concern over possible excessive corrosion of the

steel joists as follows:-—

(i) corrosion of the steel at the time of installation in
the ground is minimal,

the steel joists are located at depths below the

groundwater level and therefore significant further
corrosion will not occur,

any deleterious effect on the comcrete, although

unlikely, would be of no consequence since it does not
play a structural role.

We would point out that the damage to motorway bridges, quoted by Mr

Turnill, is generally related to reinforced concrete structures

above ground water levels, where corrosion of steel reinforcement
and/or alkali aggregate reaction in the concrete causes volume

changes and may subsequently cause cracking and spalling of the
concrete, thus exposing the reinforcement to further corrosion.

The dowel piles at Encombe are neither reinforced concrete

structures nor located above groundwater level, and the mechanisms

for potential damage and decay outlined above are not therefore

relevant.

We trust that the foregoing explanations will be sufficient to allay
Mr Turnill's concerns. If however, he requires further or more
detailed information, we would be pleased to discuss the matter
again.

Yours faithfully

N A Ves

N A Trenter Noss
Director

NAT/NJB/pp

ies ICB/MF (Encombe Site Office) 



ENCOMBE LANDSLIP, SANDGATE

STABILIZATION SCHFME 1990

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The Works comprise the stabliifsation of the Encombe landslip, which

is situated dn Sandgate, Folkestone, Kent, and associated

investigation, instrumentation and monitoring. The stabilisation
scheme extends along some 410 metres of the sea front.

Stabilisation is to be effected by the installation of dowel piles,
generally through Sandgate Esplanade or the beach, The dowel piles

are formad by heavy steel joists 14 metre long and installed in
Le metre diameter bores approximately 23 metre deep and

surrounded by concrete, The upper part of the bore is to be

backfilled with shingle in order to maintain free drainage of
groundwatec., The centre to centre apacing of the dowel piles varies
from 2,1 metre in the central length to 4.2 metre in the eastern
and western lengths,

The existing sea walls are to be investigated by drilling, coriag

and survey in order to determine the loading which may be applied
to them.

Selected pile dowels are to be fitted with inclinomater survey

tubes. Additional instrumentation is to be installed in the ground
adjacent to the piles. Both existing and additional instrumentation
is to be monitored during the Contract.

A plan and cross section are attached as Fiyures Al and Aé.
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Date: 23rd March 1989

Encombe area

Dear Sir/Madam,

ENCOMBE STABILISATION SCHEME

As you probably know, the Council are promoting a scheme to stabilise

the landslip at Encombe. The scheme extends along some 410 metres of

the sea front and comprises the installation of dowel piles generally

through Sandgate Esplanade and the beach. The dowel piles are formed

by heavy steel joists 14 metres long and installed in 1.2 metre dia.

bores approximately 23 metres deep and surrounded by concrete. The

upper part of the bore is to be backfilled with shingle. The centre

to centre spacing of the dowel piles varies from 2.1 metres in the

central length to 4.2 metres in the eastern and western lengths.

It is anticipated that Tender documents for the works will be issued

to Contractors within the next few weeks and construction work

(subject to approval from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food) should commence in the Summer.

The scheme will inevitably cause some disturbance in the area
particularly to Coastguard Cottages, and consequently I think it would

be useful to hold a public meeting to explain the proposals in detail
and to give everyone affected by the works the opportunity to enquire

about any particular aspect of the scheme that concerns them.

I have, therefore, booked the Chichester Hall in Sandgate for the

evening of Friday, 14th April, and look forward to meeting you if you
are able to attend. The meeting will commence at 7.30 p.m.

Yours faithfully,

@bebe
for Controller of Technical

and Planning Services. 
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE

(inutes of a meeting of the Development Control Committee held at the
Civic Centre, Folkestone on Tuesday, 14th June 1988.

PRESENT: CoOUMETINOR Cobo Carolin (Gin We Chee), COUMETINORS

{.d. Bowden, Mrs. E.M. Collishaw, B.W. Copping, J.M. Cox, A.H. Deighton,
RWaerulhOndy Sel. George, Mrs. D.rwe. Gilbert, Mrs. V.d. Horner,
kK,D. Hudson, A.W. Kensett, J.C.V. Ridley-Day, Mrs. S. Simpson,
R.C.E. Trice and G.F. Wood.

| MINUTES

The minutes of the proceedings of the Committee of 24th May, 1988, were
submitted, approved as a correct record and signed by the Chairman.

ENCOMBE, FOLKESTONE ~ LAND STABILITY ~ IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

REPORT: Recent inspections of Encombe and associated site

investigations have shown continuing ground movements over a fairly
widespread area. In view of this and taking into account the
stabilisation scheme which is currently being investigated in detail, it
was considered that it would be advisable for stringent consideration to
be given to the nature and extent of any future development within the
landslip area until the stabilisation works have been completed and their

effects have been monitored and assessed.

The Environmental Services Committee considered the matter on 13th June,

1988, ininute 15 and resolved that this Committee be advised of its

concern regarding the situation and be requested to take this into
account in the determination of any relevant planning applications until
the proposed stabilisation scheme has been completed and an assessment of
its effects has taken place.

A letter was reported from Sir Wiliam Halcrow & Partners advising as to
the seriousness of the situation and suggesting that there were grounds
for the precaution of further development on the land until the
stabilisation scheme has been completed and evaluated.

The possibility of an embargo on all future development has been
considered. Whilst it is considered unlikely that a soil survey could

be produced which demonstrated beyond doubt that development could be
safely carried out, this possibility has to be allowed for and an

cutright embargo would not, therefore, be sustainable. All applications

have to be considered on their merits.

RESOLVED:

Io That the Council indicates that until the stabilisation works have
been completed at Encombe, Folkestone and their effects have been

monitored and assessed:- 



Development Control Committee - 14th dune 1988

it will not entertain applications for planning permission in

Encombe area unless they are supported by a full soil survey.

it will not grant planning permission unless the soil sur\

clearly demonstrates that the site can itself be safely develo

and also that the proposed development will not have any adve

effect on the slip area as a whole.

2. That this Committee be kept informed of the progress of

stabilisation works. 
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Si yf SHEPWAY DISTRICT COUNCIL

Tor FINANCE & GENERAL PURPOSES SUB-COMMITTEE
2ND NOVEMBER, 1988

Subject: RECOMMENDATIONS AND MATTERS AFFECTING OTHER COMMITTEES

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES COMMITTEE 17TH OCTOBER, 1988

ENCOMBE, SANDGATE - STABILISATION SCHEME

REPORT: In March 1986 (minute 22) the former Works Committee considered

a report from the consulting engineers, Sir William Halcrow & Partners,

regarding the stabilisation of the Encombe landslip. The report

concluded that whilst the well point de-watering system earlier installed

by the Council had brought about a reduction in the rate of ground

movement, further landslip activity would continue unless additional

measures were taken to arrest it.

On the advice of the consulting engineers, the Committee agreed, at that

time, that investigations should be undertaken into the detailed design

of a landslip dwelling scheme. The required site investigations have now

been completed and the consultants have produced a detailed design of a

scheme which comprises the installation of a total of 166 reinforced

concrete piles each 1.2m in diameter and lam. in length.

The current estimate of the capital and revenue expenditure involved is

as follows:- i

Capital Expenditure

Works £

Site Investigations 15 ,500*

Site preparation 100,000

166 Pile Dowels 940,000

Contingencies 260,000

Fees

Halcrows

-

Feasibility Study 7,200*

Halcrows -Design, benefit/cost

analysis 5b sLOOs

Halcrows

-

Supervision 45,000

KCC Monitoring 4,000* 



Salaries for

Supervision and Liaison 10 ,000

Total Capital Cost 1,436,800

Less MAFF grant 574,700

NET CAPITAL COST 862,100

Revenue Expenditure

Average annual loan charges on
net Capital Cost 104,600

Less KCC Cost (50%) 52,300

Net Average Annual cost to

Shepway District Council 52,300

*Includes expenditure already incurred on feasibility study and site

investigations etc.

Provision has been made in the capital programme for expenditure

amounting to £1,315,000 on this scheme with a start programmed for

1988/89. The additional capital costs detailed above and amounting to

£121,800, will be incurred during 1989/90. The estimated additional

annual revenue costs resulting from the increase in the capital cost of

the scheme (which should be undertaken without delay) amount to £4,400

and will not be incurred until 1990/91.

The Council is currently in negotiation with the Department of Transport

regarding a contribution towards the capital cost of the scheme in view

of its implications for the A259 trunk road and if successful, this would

have the effect of reducing the net revenue cost to the Council.

The Environmental Services Committee now recommend

ile Thee, SUingd@ew wo wine approval of the Ministry of Agriculture

Fisheries and Food and a specific capital allocation being made to cover

the expenditure, the necessary capital funds be released to enable the

works to be carried out, as a matter of urgency, with a programmed start

in March 1989.

2. That this Sub-Committee be requested to increase the provision in the

Council's capital programme by a sum of £121,800 to £1,436,800 in respect

of this scheme and to endorse the release of the required capital funds

in order to allow the works to proceed as planned.

RECOMMENDATION: That the capital budget for this scheme be increased to

£1,436,800 and in view of the revenue costs of this large project that

the capital finance be released subject to the agreement of the Policy &

Resources Committee. 
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COAST PROTECTION WORKS - MARINE WALK, FOLKESTONE

The Council has approved, subject to approval by the Ministry of

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, the construction of two artificial

headlands as Phase II of a scheme to prevent erosion of the beach and

protect the sea wall, between groynes nos. 4 and 14, from undermining and

collapse (3rd September 1987 in minute 29).

Phase I of the scheme, which comprises the construction of a rock

revetment, has been undertaken as emergency coast protection works and is

now virtually complete.

Following approval of the scheme in principle, the Council's consultants

have carried out the detailed design of the artificial headlands.

Preliminary discussions have also been held with M.A.F.F. who have

required the preparation of a benefit cost analysis before considering

the scheme for grant approval. This has now been completed by the

consultants who investigated the following options together with the

preparation of detailed estimates for the purposes of the benefit cost

analysis:-

(a) Scheme I - Rock revetment alone

(b) Scheme II - Rock revetment combined with beach raising and annual

replenishment

(c) Scheme III - Rock revetment, beach raising and artificial headlands.

(The beach raising element of this scheme is much

smaller than for Scheme II and is an additional
requirement for the scheme previously approved by the

Committee).

The results of the analysis show that Scheme III provides the best

benefit cost ratio at 4.1 (The ratio is the value of benefits divided by

the cost) although Scheme I ranged from 3.7 to 6.1. However Tceis

important to note that Scheme I involves future large scale repair of the

existing sea wall. The extent and cost of these repairs (which are

likely to range from £1000 to £3000 per metre of sea wall) cannot be

accurately assessed and in consequence there is a large possible range to

the benefit cost ratio for this scheme.

In addition it should be noted that the shingle nourishment options

provide additional amenity benefits to the area which have not been

evaluated for benefit cost purposes. Also of course the shingle will

protect the existing sea wall from abrasion and the major part of the

headlands and revetment against wave action thus minimising future

maintenance costs and increasing their life.

The consultants have therefore recommended that application should be

made to M.A.F.F. for the third option, Scheme III and that contracts

should be prepared for the headlands as agreed in principle by the

Council plus beach nourishment as Phase II of the coast protection

scheme. This scheme should ideally commence immediately after Phase |

(the revetment scheme) but as Phase I has only recently been

substantially completed the consultants recommend that commencement of

Phase II is delayed until the Spring of 1989 so that the marine works

avoid the risk of winter storms. 
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Notwithstanding the consultants original recommendations in the benefit

cost report, this matter has been reconsidered and it is now thought

prudent not to undertake the beach nourishment work immediately. The

reason for this is that the Folkestone coast protection works - Stage 2

will need to be reconsidered owing to delays in agreeing contributions

from the Department of Transport towards the cost of works along the A259

Sandgate Esplanade frontage. Other options for the Folkestone Stage II
scheme (which will be the subject of a future report) will also probably

require beach nourishment and consequently it would be much more

economical if it were possible to combine the shingle nourishment

requirements for both schemes thus avoiding the extremely high

mobilisation costs for this work.

The revised estimates have therefore been split into two further phases
rather than one and are as follows:-

Phase II

Capital Expenditure

Works £

Short headland 256,000
Long headland 415,000

’

Fees

Balance of preliminary study 3,000
costs (not included in Phase 1)
Benefit Cost Report (whole scheme) 6,000
Contract Documents (include Phase III) 22,000
Supervision Fees 8,000

SDC Salaries - Supervision 12,000
722,000

Less M.A.F.F. Grant 288 , 800

Net Capital Cost 433,200

Revenue Expenditure

Average annual loan charges

on net capital cost

MassukeGeGemGosua (50s)

Net Average Annual Cost to
Shepway District Council

Phase III

Capital Expenditure

Works

Beach Nourishment (41000 m3) 287,000 



Mobilisation of Plant 200 ,000

Supervision Halcrows 6,000

SDC Salaries 10,000
503,000

Less M.A.F.F. Grant 201,200

Net Capital Cost 301,800

Revenue Expenditure

Average annual loan charges on net 35,500

Capital Cost

ess K. GsGe Gost (50%)

Net Average Annual cost to
Shepway District Council

Provision has been made in the Committee's Capital Programme for £444,000

with a planned start during 1989/90 in respect of Phase II, i.e. the

construction of the articifial headlands excluding beach nourishment

works. The capital cost of the revised Phase Il, amounting to £722,000

will be spread over two years, with £100,000 being spent in the current

year and the balance of £622,000 in 1989/90.

The Environmental Services Committee has recommended:

1. That, subject to approval by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries

and Food and a specific capital allocation being made to cover the

expenditure, the necessary funds be released from the Committee's capital

programme to enable Phase II of the works to be commenced in March 1989.

2. That the Finance and General Purposes Sub-Committee be requested to

increase the provision in the Council's capital programme by £278,000 to

£722,000 in respect of the scheme and to endorse the release of the

required capital funds to allow the works to proceed as planned.

3. That provision be included in the Committee's draft budget for 1990/91

for the beach nourishment works as the final stage of this scheme

(£503,000) subject to further consideration in conjunction with the

Folkestone C.P.W. scheme Stage 2.

RECOMMENDATION: That the capital budget for this scheme be increased to

£722,000 and in view of the revenue costs of this large project that the

capital finance be released subject to the agreement of the Policy and

Resources Committee 



LEISURE SERVICES COMMITTEE - 19TH OCTOBER, 1988

FOLKESTONE SPORTS CENTRE - ROOF REPAIRS - APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE

REPORT: An application for grant assistance has been received from

Folkestone Sports Centre Trust Limited for major repairs to the roof of

the Sports Centre. A quotation has been received by the Trust in the sum

of £86,658 (exclusive of VAT) for a remedy comprising a flexible membrane

coating, although following a meeting with the Trust, an Officer of the

Council is looking into this and other possible alternatives.

It is a fact that the leaking roof constitutes such a hazard that certain

areas of the building have to be closed to the public at times in the

jnterests of safety. If the repairs are not carried out as a matter of

urgency, the situation could result in far more serious consequences in

the future.

The Leisure Services Committee firmly supports this application to ensure

that the facilities at the Centre are retained and available at all times

to the General Public.

The Sports Centre has no funds available and therefore is seeking a grant

for the full cost of the works.

The cost of the works might be met from budget votes provided in the

current year but not now required (e.g. contributions to the East Kent

Land Development Agency £70,000 and the Tourism Development Action

Programme £20,000) or if these are required for other expenditure then a

once-off contribution could be made from the Building Repairs Reserve

Fund although this was set up for works to the Council's own buildings.

RECOMMENDATION: That the Policy & Resources Committee be informed that

finance can be found to assist the Folkestone Sports Centre Trust and the

method of funding be reconsidered when the revised estimates for the year

are considered.

LEAS CLIFF HALL - VIREMENT

REPORT: The Council's approved Capital Programme for 1988/89 includes a

sum of £66,000 for various works of improvement in the Leas Cliff Hall.

In the event, the cost of the various works undertaken has not been as

great as it might have been and a sum of £40,000 from the original

budgetary provision is available to be spent in the current year.

The Entertainment and Catering Working Group has suggested that the

Council should make full use of this outstanding sum by undertaking a

comprehensive refurbishment of the Channel Bar so as to improve the

service offered to the public and thereby increase the revenue which it

generates. The works would involve:-

1. The complete stripping out the existing room.

2. The provision of a new bar, canopy, equipment and fittings; the

construction of a new ceiling and the installation of new lighting; the

fitting of a new carpet. 
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3. Full redecoration to a high standard.

The total capital cost of the works can be contained within the £40,000

underspending on the other approved works mentioned above and the revenue

costs would amount to £4,700 in a full year.

The Leisure Services Committee would like to proceed with these works and

seeks the approval of this Sub-Committee to the transfer of the budget
vote to cover the cost.

RECOMMENDATION: That virement of £40,000 be allowed to cover the

refurbishment of the Channel Bar.

HEALTH AND HOUSING COMMITTEE - 24TH OCTOBER 1988

LAND ASSEMBLY - CANTERBURY ROAD, FOLKESTONE

REPORT: The Health and Housing Committee wish to acquire three
adjoining parcels of land that will provide a site for redevelopment for

up to 24 small dwellings to meet special housing needs. The total value

of the site is estimated at £310,000. If the Council is to act in its

enabling capacity by assembling this development site, prompt action is
required to secure its acquisition, as one of the parcels of land is
currently being offered for sale on the open market and the vendor is in

receipt of an offer. The cost to be incurred in the current year will

be contained within the approved Housing Capital Programme.

RECOMMENDATION: That the capital finance be released and executive
authority be sought in order to finalise the contracts at the earliest
possible opportunity.

HOMELESSNESS

REPORT: The Health and Housing Committee have provided in the capital
programme for the acquisition and provision of intermediate accommodation

for the homeless. The Department of the Environment has recently

indicated that the special additional capital allocations given this year
may be aggregated for this purpose provided that expenditure is incurred

in the current financial year. The Committee therefore request that up
to £302,000 be released to allow the purchase of property to proceed.

RECOMMENDATION: That the capital financed be released and executive

authority be sought for that purpose.

REPORT31:FGPS3 



DEPARTMENT OF THis

Mithstep/ofHotstdg/AddLgAyBAehY

Whitehall, London s w1

01-930 4300 ext. 316:

28th October, 1971.

, Am 3
Dear tirs. Rene-Martin,

Thank you for your letter of 20th October.

understand the view 1 you take of this matt
ee that 21g appreciate the Depar S pos ledone

Although the view that the drainage works

needed to ech +o Becoaigs the cliff can properly be carried oan
under the Coast Protection Act 1949 and that they would attrac

grant-aid, ere is no immediate need to carry out these workscS
the purpose of saving the sea-wall. That would be a long

The principal reason for doing the works now
would be to safeguard the prope s from the effects of

further rth movements. This is 7 the council have sought contri-

butions fom. pr perty owners Were it not for tr anger to the

private Dette, there would be no sugg PAC
were needed now.

situation the Department would not be justifi
advis Folkestone Borough Council that their duties

coast protection authority required th ( ‘Y out ti

a matter of urgency, or in suggesting to th it they
abandon the claims for contributions which they have evidently

decided to be appropriate in the circumstances. We have, « C

know, advised that the council may, if they think pees y

use their powers under the rotection Act to out

the works now, and t I do so an E> 1 es will

be made towards the co It must now remain a matter for the

council themselves to decid how they enous proceed, and whether

to claau contributions f: proj erty ow The Department would

have a further locus only if it apr hat the coast protec tion

interest was likely to Ter; 1 is no sign of L

present.

Yours vera

ag

s. Rene-Martin,

?

Oxford and Cambridge Mansions

Old Marylebone Road,
LONDON, N.W.1. 
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Appendix to Proceedings of Housing — Co Oey R70 See

and Town Planning Committee. ‘ Ae] RE XEC. SUB: COIMANA (Tide E
teh IS = €= 1962. i

area on more appropriate sites hasbeen.
- made~ in. the ~Development Plan»

(4) That, in connection with the submission of details.’ \
of the proposed layout of the road and the proposed road
junction of the development with Canterbury Road in
respect of the under-mentioned application which was the

% subject of outline permission in March, 1961, the é
, Proposals be approved, subject to the: consent of the

“Minister of Transport as the development will abut upon

\a trunk road:=

61/22B = v= Walton Manor Farm ~ Canterbury Road -*
Outline 3 residential development for Messrs.
(Revised) “i *! Snape & Leslie. :

(5) That, in connection with the under~mentioned
application, which arises out of an outline permission
issued in March, 1962, the proposed layout be approved,
subject to any direction the Minister of Transport may
make and to the conditions and for the reasons respectively
stated: = ‘

62/211 = 9786 =" "Encombe", The Esplanade - construction
1 ae : of new estate road and sewers for The Land

; ey .and Property Development Co. Ltd., subject
‘to (i)}* details relating to the design of
the buildings, their siting, external
appearence and means of access being
submitted to and approved by the
Corporation before any works are begun;
(ii) the permission ceasing to have
effect after the expiration of three
years from the date of notification of

‘:the decision upon the application unless
within that time, approval has been
inotified in respect of the matters reserved

af. under condition (i) above; (iii) the lines
: of sewers being revised to the approval
«4 of the Corporation; (iv) the Corporation ,

‘ being furnished with a repor y sol
mechanics specialists as vo what steps,

ny, are necessary to ensure the
ility of any development which may be

ken on this site and to any
@tion Ofthe Specialists being

taken aS part of the approvea scheme
of development; (Vv) amenity planting and.
Tandscaping in- accordance with a' scheme
to be submitted to and approved by the
Corporation being undertaken within
twelve months ofter the development has
‘been carried out, the reasons for the
imposition of the conditions being that
the property abuts upon a trunk road and
also respectively (1) that no such details
have been submitted (ii) in order to
prevent the accumulation of permissions
in respect of which no details have been
submitted; (iii) in order that the
stability of the ground shall not be

. prejudiced and the sewers shall not be
-injuriously, affected by ground movement;
(iv) to ensure the stability of the site

i and of any development thereon and (v
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Your Ref. SHEPWAY
Our Ref. Mr. P. C. Kirt 28/( D

istrict Council

Wilberforce

ENCOMBE HOUSE, ENCOMBE, SANDGATE 

Thank you for your letterof

 



RAJ/CIG/S/Soc. 24th October 1991

Controller of Technical and Planning Servic
Shepway District council
Civic Centre,

Castle Hill Avenue,

Folkestone CT20 20Y.

Attention Planning Officer, Mrs.

Dear Mrs. Yates,

17 Encombe — Ref. 91/0689/SH

I thank you for your detailed letter dated 9th October 1991 which
brought to the attention of the Committee in due course.

I am sure that the Committee would want me to ask that if EC
a planning embargo in the Encombe area until the effectivene:
stabilization works can be assessed, then can some of the 1
been left in an untidy condition be restored by the applicants or own
Specifically, I refer to the demolition site on the esplanade, the breach in
the wall alongside West Wedge, and of course, more importantly, the Enbrook
House site and its perimeter wall.

I am also glad to note from your letter that the right of way along the
track to the south west of the site will be kept open for acc
general public.

Yours sincerely,

Roger A. Joyce
cc

SANDGATE. 



Our Ref J Thomas/EMW/91/0689

9 October 1991

A Joyce

Society

Court Barn

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990

APPLICATION: 91/0689/SH - 17 ENCOMBE SANDGATE

letter of

ch was due

ive

ied out

The right of

used

for

to be

acce

Yours sincerely,

/}
NLZ AA

Nei
for Controller of Technical
and Planning Services.

lands

SHEPWAY
DeuCouncil
The Civic

Telephone
Fax (0303)

28 Au
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mecenul

 



The The OldFire Station

andgate 51 HighStreet, Sandgate,
. Kent CT20 3AH

ociety email: sandgatesociety @uk2.net

Madeensee 18 duly 2005
Sandgate, Kent CT20 3DA

TO THE PLANNING INSPECTORATE Bristol BS1 6PN

Appeal Reference: APP/12250/A/1180693
Site of the former Encombe House, Encombe, Sandgate. Ref: Y03/0392/SH

The Committee of the Sandgate Society has recently asked me to represent the

Society (approx 470 members) in person at the forthcoming Appeal hearing, and

I now take the opportunity to append a follow-up to the Society's strong

objections (4 July 2005) with supporting written and pictorial evidence for

consideration.

I am a founding member of the Society (1962) with widespread local knowledge,

in particular the Encombe vicinity and its ongoing problems since my grandfather

in 1932, bought the Coastguard cottage on Sandgate High St. and where I now

reside. Author of SANDGATE - Rise andProgress of a Village (2004), I attach

some extracts (Item A).

The Society's objectives include Conservation and Fnhancement. It not only

shares the concerns of Encombe residents who have registered their own objections ,

the Society also is alert to the experience and ongoing concerns of members and

others living within a wide perimeter of Encombe estate itself, (i.e. heave and

creep, underpinning, rotational movement, cracks etc) and who could suffer further

risk and loss (Item B)

(Note: In 2004 my insurance deductible for subsidence doubled to £ 1000. )

Furthermore, the current Shepway legal warning in answer to land searches

(Item c ) and Latchgate conditions set a contradicjtion which cannot be ignored.

Grounds for objections and concerns include:

Environmental Impact 2 Traffic Problems 3 Stability Issues and unabated

WATER flow within the Encombe area and site

1 (a) The steeply rising, wooded slopes form a precious backdrop to the village

Conservation Areas, and beyond. These slopes are defined as an LLA, being of

local landscape importance. The proposed 80ft high-rise building sited 40m.

above OD, will be clearly visible and intrusive from many viewpoints including

the beach (Item D) also by pleasure craft and Channel traffic off this scenic

shoreline.

(b) The proposed layout will demand the sacrifice of a valuable mix of 14 mature

trees (TPA No 8, G.1.)incl. Yew, Holm Oak and conifers - slow to replace.

Affiliated to Kent Federation of Amenity Societies and the Committee of the Preservation of Rural Kent

Registered with the Civic Trust.

Registered Charity no. 280497 



SANDGATE SOCT

Fnvironment (cont) (c) DENSITY is another governing factor. Within the boundaries

of the site -- 1.65 hectares -- the well-documented fault line (NW/SE) and the

steep and vulnerable slopes to the north (Folkestone beds) reduce the available

> : .

building site to approx one-third of the Appellants claim in meeting Government

requirements. (Item D)

a (a) Traffic Concerns: Described by the Appellantsas an ‘urban public highway'

it should be noted that the present narrow, winding uphill cul-de-sac was

originally designed for horse-drawn vehicles and pony traps. Following the

Encombe estate development in the 1960's, the developpers succeeded in getting

Folkestone BC to adopt it as a Public Highway. This driveway intersects with

the A 259, a two-lane highway plus limited beachfront parking and is the only

route through Sandgate

(b) Highways Authority are unable to produce statistics for main traffic flow.

Thus the Appellantsengaged Tony Gee Consultants to provide a brief. Their site

projection of daily average movement (below the 500 norm) however fails to note

peak period dangers at the intersection, i.e. morning and evening business and

service traffic, and increasing leisure and tourism use at weekends. Often

pedestrians have a long wait to cross the road in safety. This flask intersection

is flanked by two private properties which form an obstacle to improved visibility.

3 Stability in question: (See Appellants under General). The subject of

unpredictable earth movement may well crop up at the Hearing. In this complex

pattern of strata and ancient landslip debris, WATER -- surface and spring water,

flash floods and tidal inflow -- is the main activator of instability. In

addition, no mention has been made of Climate Change, now a fact of life, nor

of Global Warming, both of which are expected to bring a rise in sea levels

and heavier rainfall. Already in 1978, Halcrows designed a well-point scheme

(Item A)to intercept the water. Hight years later, they reported to Shepway DC

much larger quantities of rainfall are entering the landslip than those inter—

cepted by the scheme and a substantial inflow of water may be entering from

other locations unknown.

(p) Inconsistencies in strata depth are another factor, and Halcrows (1967)

bear this out '... it is thought that faults along this section of the coast

have caused discontinuities in the alignment of the strata...' thus factors of
 

safety must remain in doubt, in this jumbled ancient land mass.

It also became apparent that. within short distance, dowelling operations in

1990-91, met with unexpected soil variations. (Item B, bottom)

(c) Serious problems identified by Southern Water Services (surface water and

sewage) and Folkestone and Dover Water Services will engender heavy costs,

considerable upheaval and may trigger further movement in the process.

Excavation and on-site soil disposal will create further problems. 



(c) Council's concern We consider it worth quoting briefly Richard Moore, former

Chief Engineer Shepway to Mrs Sue Yates, Case Officer (26 Janua

refers to the retaining wall 2m high along the main road Hythe to Folkestone «

writes that despite stabilisation measures 1990-1 '.... there is now a

potential for a new and modified slip surface developing th its toe at the

of the above mentioned retaining wall ... Further .... a slip surface may be

developing regardless of whether a new structure went on top of the slope

and the risk of such a slip circle needs to be considered in the context of

some huge historic slips that have occurred between Encombe end Sandg

in the past’.

Quoting TERRA FIRMA (Mare Ritson on Objectors file) THE ONLY CERTAINTY

IS UNCERTAINTY where the proposed development is concerned.

IN CONCLUSION: The Society views the proposed development as a striking

concept in an inappropriate area. It can see no justification for it, either

social, economic or environmental. Far from bestowing a benefit upon

andgate as the developper claims, it will set a dangerous precedent for the

hillslopes which form an essential element in Sandgate's unique character

charm and will do irrevocable harm.

The Society would not be averse to a few, well-spaced, low level,

lightweight residences on concrete rafts etc. in keeping wi the Encombe

estate as a whole and the surrounding area.

On behalf of the Society, I hope to be pres

backg

comment or present further evidence as may be rdevant.

{ Neus< /na /\Eu

(Mrs) Tinda Rene-Martin

 



1962

1966

fermission \CE hondon: Slope Stabilit Engineering

tor Shepway DE
W4q2, M.o. Palmey M.Se, B48 (Halcrows)

iE

Sandgate Castle

1827 Landslip (dormant)

V1893 Landstip

EARTH MOVEMENTREACTIVATED, 20thC: The Kent Development Planis
confirmed. It zones the notorious Sandgate hillside for residential development
heedless ofliability to earth movement, flooding and subsidence. The Folkestone
BoroughCouncil, in an unprecedentedact of land-greed andfolly, has failed in its duty
to comment.

In February 1958 the Folkestone and District Water Companyoverhaul the high-level
Reservoir NWof Encombeheights which, sinceits installation after World War 1, is
beset with problems. In November 1958 the cliff gives way behind Encombe. The
Reservoiris abandoned, while newbuildings and a swimmingpoolat the Camp show
signs ofcracking.

Land & Property Development Co. Ltd. (a group of major Folkestone builders)
obtains planning consent to develop the Encombesite on the basis of a limited
Halcrow Report (April 1960) prepared for a previous owner for another purpose.
Planning stipulationsareignored. Eight thousandtonsofearthare shifted around: the
contours ofthe landareentirelyaltered; fault lines are disregarded; fine and mature
trees which have bondedtheearth and absorbed water are hacked downdespite Tree
Preservation Orders. The whole pattern of natural andartificial land drainageis totally
disrupted. The ornamental Water Gardens, designed to drain off surface and spring
water, are utterly destroyed.* Most damaging, the 1893 Land Drain system whichhas
provided a measureofstability for nearly 70years is, undoubtedly, torn-up.
Sites are sold off. Unsuspecting newcomers movein. In future, the Council is obliged
to drawattentionto the terrain. Around 1970, Latchgate conditions’ are imposed on
newconstructionin parts of Sandgate but are nosafeguard to adjacent properties.
Predictably, destabilisation is widespread. Residents report tremors and bothpublic and
privatepropertyare affected. Between 1963 and 1980 Encombe Houseterrace subsides
three times,a total of 10 ft. Settlement, fracturedservice pipes (80 recordedincidents
between 1966-72), damagedhouses, cracked roads are evident, and the seawall is at
tisk. Folkestone Borough Council turnsits back onaserioussituation: Private property
is not the Council’s concern. Local residents exert pressure, notably Alex Todd.
Only the damning report on the Aberfan disaster stirs the Council into action.
Halcrows undertake a preliminary survey. In October they admit that recent
movements in Wilberforce Road and Sandgate HighStreet clearly indicate that parts
ofthe groundarein a delicate state of equilibrium — also that earthworks carried out
by the developers could have givenrise to various disturbances but this cannot be
satisfactorilyprovedordisproved.

*Acone time theSandgate Laundry drewoff 100,000 gallons per week before burning down(c.1954)

1968

ENVIRON

Halcrows recommend two test boringsonly, on the hillside. Drilling is underway when
Coastguardresident telegraphs the Mayor of Folkestone, urgently requesting a thirdtest

boring onpublic propertyas close to toe of slip as possible. Subsequently, this takes place
( Authority is unable to consider landnear the Sir John Moorestatue. Kent River

drainage scheme.

TheMinistry of Housing and Local Government inspects and agrees to contribute to
a Coast Protection Schemeto arrest or reduce the movement. Certain Councillors
under afalse impression (as can beproved) insist that residents, scattered across west
Sandgate, must contribute or nothing will be done. The Ministry also adds:
Additionally [the Council] may wishto consider methods suchas beachfeeding to mat
the foreshore in the vicinity of the EncombeEstate (sic), 4-5ft above the tops of the piles in
orderto increase the factor of safety against the slip. Halcrows, consistently maintain that
the high cost of beach feeding (i.¢. road transport) is out of proportion to the marginal

benefit of additional stability it would provide (Aug 1977)

Four houses on Sandgate High Street (Nos 156-162) are so badly cracked theyhaveto

be demolished. Thesite becomes Wilberforce Green. Ludlow’s garages, somethirty on

Hillside, are in ruins. Thesite becomes the Wilberforce Car Park

ShepwayDistrict Council, the new local authority, inherits an ugly situation on two

fronts earth movement to the north and coast erosion accompaniedby loss of toe-
weighting, to the south. In 1977, slippages occur in the Riviera area

Halcrows design a Well-point scheme on Encombeto intercept ground water flowing
at deep level. Encombe House, now empty and derelict, burns down in mysterious
circumstances (4 Oct).

Shepway DC report: The Encombe Drainage Scheme has recently been completedandthis
should reducethe flow of water running dot

te present movementstartedthe1931 and 1957 and

nd-mass moved 4.0 metresseaward. They alsoadmit th, ac theW ell

pointschemeis proving ineffectual:Muchlargerquantitiesofrainfallare entering the
a E thanthoseintercepted by the well-pointsand a substantial inflow ofwater be

© her locations unknown.

WSS|

Meanwhile,severe storms in the 70's and80's increase the rateof coast erosion; beach
levels are at an all-time low; timber and ironwork groynes are beyondrepair; large
sectionsofvertical seawall and promenadeas far as Hytheare breached or undermined;
the Trunk Roadis at risk. Halcrows nowadvise beachfeeding (i.e. toe-weighting) as the

(22)
A developer applies for Planning Permission to build three blocks of flats/on the

cheapest of threestabilisation methods.

Encombeplateau. Theplanning officer who recommends acceptance, resigns a few

weeksearlier to set up in Sandgateas an independent planning consultant, andto the
developers. The Planning Committee reads a detailed report compiled by a
knowledgeablelocal resident and holds a site meeting. Permission is refused. In 1990 a

Public Inquiry is held on the subject of relevant conditions in the new Shepway District

Local Plan. The Inspector turns downaspecific objection: The re can however be no
absolute guarantee [concerning]the periodof time which will be neededto allow the upper
land on which the Encombesite is located, to settle, and the Council would haveto be
satisfied that development would not initiate any further instability
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SHEPway
-_—R—neeeeeeeoeaeaeow0L_

DISTRICT COUNCIL

Your Ref:

Our-Ref: §.C2850/2/0'Callaghan
Direct Dial: 03/1100

Fax: 01303 852234
E-Mail: 01303 852293

clare. blundell@shepwaydc.gov.uk

catenins
ODERRAE SOY

7 May, 2003 (Currenty th use)

Dear Sir/Madam

Pwoule-adisethat thereis onghistory oflandslipmovement atEncombe.
In 1978 a drainage scheme comprising the installation of well points to the rear of the
major landslip was inplemented to Intercept ground water flow and reduce ground
movements. After the Installation of the wellpoint scheme, the rate of movementof thefandslIp only marginally-reduced and consequently the Councils consultants; Sir-William

—WEeelneePantiers, were requested to reveiw the effect of the drainage system and
report on methodsofstabilising the landslip.

The consultants recommendedthat the landslip mass should be anchored to the
underlying stable ground by piles installed along Sandgate Esplanade. These works were
completed in 1991, Subsequent Monitoring, to the present date, has provided evidence
to suggest that the m

and

theCouncil catealusane.guar hat furthermovement

willnot

occur.Monitoring

still

continuesinaccordancewith consultantsadvise.

No doubt youwill wish to seek independent professional advice on any Implications that
mightarise from this information.

Yoursfaithfully,

ea
Mrs C Blundel!

Legal Services Administrator

P.F. Wignall
____Solicitorto the Council

Shepway District Council
Civic Centre, Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone, Kent CT20 2QY

Tel: 01303 850388 Fax: 01303 852293 DX 4912 Folkestone y
E-Mail: shepway.dc@shepwaydc.gov.uk Sees

www.shepway.gov.uk INVESTOR IN PEOPLE 
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i970 «(3
723 bedrooms

incl: Servants

annex:

33 $1 piles

fatled Fo

5 support

wie sacs sees ak , loggia

E NC O MBE
Sandgate, Folkestone, Kent (Auction Brochure 1970)

Proposed building _

G storeys plus aoe |
undercroft , roof teerrace |

wth Sunrooms

provides 42, uncts

Gnd joz bedrooms

<a So i tucrease

Boo ff: wide af base
Sr Sv high

E aly 1480s. (House huant down 4.0e 1978 ) 
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FOR PERIOD FROM1 T SEPT EM BER 1968 
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BOBOMeH OF FOLKESTONE
ENCOMBE ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SANDGATEPLANSHOWING POSITIONSOFBOREHOLES 


